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Lecture 1: Structure of Neutron Stars. Mass, radius and tidal deformability.  Nuclear interactions and 
nuclear matter, effective field theory.  Phase transitions. 

Lecture 2: Neutron star cooling: Proto-neutron star evolution, supernova neutrino emission and 
detection. Cooling of isolated neutron stars, heating and cooling in accreting neutron stars. 
Observational constraints. Neutron stars as laboratories for particle physics and dark matter. 
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Origin of R-Process Nuclei
  Core Collapse Supernovae or NS Binary Mergers?
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Abundances: Neutrinos Gravitational Waves 
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The Ultimate Collision
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The Ultimate Collision

The gravitational waves, electromagnetic and neutrinos from neutron star mergers 
are sensitive to the properties of dense matter.  Especially to the neutron radius and 
maximum mass. Movie Credit: NASA Goddard



Neutron Star Structure: Observations
2 M⦿ neutron stars exist.
PSR J1614-2230: M=1.93(2) 
Demorest et al.  (2010)
PSR J0348+0432: M=2.01(4) M⦿ 
Anthoniadis  et al. (2013)
MSP J0740+6620: M=2.17(10) M⦿ 
Cromartie et al. (2019)
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Neutron Star Structure: Observations

ω

Figure 4

The combined constraints at the 68% confidence level over the neutron star mass and radius obtained from
(Left) all neutron stars in low-mass X-ray binaries during quiescence (Right) all neutron stars with
thermonuclear bursts. The light grey lines show mass-relations corresponding to a few representative
equations of state (see Section 4.1 and Fig. 7 for detailed descriptions.)

(Guillot et al. 2013; Guillot & Rutledge 2014; Lattimer & Steiner 2014; Özel et al. 2015). The most

recent results are displayed as correlated contours on the neutron-star mass-radius diagram4 (see
Fig. 4).

Several sources of systematic uncertainties that can affect the radius measurements have been

studied, which we discuss in some detail below.

Atmospheric Composition. The majority of qLMXBs for which optical spectra have been ob-
tained show evidence for Hα emission (Heinke et al. 2014), indicating a hydrogen rich companion.

Although none of these spectra have been obtained for globular cluster qLMXBs, assuming that
sources in globular clusters have similar companions to those in the field led to the use of hydrogen

atmospheres when modeling quiescent spectra. There is one source among the six that have been

analyzed in detail, for which there is evidence to the contrary. There is only an upper limit on the
Hα emission from the qLMXB in NGC 6397 using HST observations (Heinke et al. 2014). Because

of this, this source has been modeled with a helium atmosphere and the corresponding results are

displayed in Fig. 4.

Non-thermal Component. Assuming different spectral indices in modeling the none-thermal

spectral component also has a small effect on the inferred radii (Heinke et al. 2014). The low

counts in the spectra do not allow an accurate measurement of this parameter; however, a range of
values have been explored in fitting the data.

Interstellar Extinction. Because of the low temperature of the surface emission from qLMXBs,

the uncertainty in the interstellar extinction has a non-negligible effect on the spectral analyses. Dif-
ferent amounts of interstellar extinction have been assumed in different studies (Guillot et al. 2013;

Lattimer & Steiner 2014). A recent study explored different models for the interstellar extinction

4The full mass-radius likelihoods and tabular data for these sources can be found at
http://xtreme.as.arizona.edu/NeutronStars.
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Inferred NS radii are small.  
Despite poorly understood systematic 
errors, x-ray observations suggest 
R ~ 9-13 km. Perhaps even preferring a 
smaller range R~ 10-12 km.  
Ozel & Freire (2016)

2 M⦿ neutron stars exist.
PSR J1614-2230: M=1.93(2) 
Demorest et al.  (2010)
PSR J0348+0432: M=2.01(4) M⦿ 
Anthoniadis  et al. (2013)
MSP J0740+6620: M=2.17(10) M⦿ 
Cromartie et al. (2019)
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Compressing Matter:  
A tale of frustration and liberation

Density Fermi Energy
(Frustration)

Phenomena
(Liberation)

 103 -106  g/cm3
Electron Fermi Energy

µe= 10 keV- MeV Ionization

106 -1011  g/cm3
Electron Fermi Energy

µe= 1-25 MeV
Neutron-rich Nuclei

e+p→n+νe

1011 -1014  g/cm3
Neutron Fermi Energy

µn= 1-30 MeV
Neutron-drip

superfluidity

1014 -1015 g/cm3
Neutron Fermi Energy

µn=30-1000 MeV
Nuclear matter

Quarks ?



Composition and Phases of Dense Matter in Neutron Stars  
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Composition and Phases of Dense Matter in Neutron Stars  
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Neutron Star Mass and Radius 
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Neutron Star Mass and Radius 
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The relation between pressure and energy density (EoS) 
uniquely determines the structure of neutron stars. 
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Nuclear Interactions 
QCD (Lagrangian) is simple is write down

its fundamental equations (figure 1). You should not nec-
essarily be too impressed by that. After all, Richard Feyn-
man showed that you could write down the Equation of
the Universe in a single line: U = 0, where U, the total
unworldliness,3 is a definite function. It’s the sum of con-
tributions from all the laws of physics:

U = UNewton + UGauss + . . . ,

where, for instance, UNewton = (F – ma)2 and UGauss =
(∇!E – r)2.

So we can capture all the laws of physics we know,
and all the laws yet to be discovered, in this one unified
equation. But it’s a complete cheat, of course, because
there is no useful algorithm for unpacking U, other than
to go back to its component parts. The equations of QCD,
displayed in figure 1, are very different from Feynman’s
satirical unification. Their complete content is out front,
and the algorithms that unpack them flow from the
unambiguous mathematics of symmetry.

A remarkable feature of QCD, which we see in figure 1,
is how few adjustable parameters the theory needs. There
is just one overall coupling constant g and six quark-mass
parameters mj for the six quark flavors. As we shall see,
the coupling strength is a relative concept; and there are
many circumstances in which the mass parameters are
not significant. For example, the heavier quarks play only
a tiny role in the structure of ordinary matter. Thus QCD
approximates the theoretical ideal: From a few purely
conceptual elements, it constructs a wealth of physical
consequences that describe nature faithfully.4

Describing reality
At first sight it appears outrageous to suggest that the
equations of figure 1 or, equivalently, the pictures in the
box, can describe the real world of the strongly interacting
particles. None of the particles that we’ve actually seen
appear in the box, and none of the particles that appear in
the box has ever been observed. In particular, we’ve never
seen particles carrying fractional electric charge, which
we nonetheless ascribe to the quarks. And certainly we
haven’t seen anything like gluons—massless particles
mediating long-range strong forces. So if QCD is to
describe the world, it must explain why quarks and glu-
ons cannot exist as isolated particles. That is the so-called
confinement problem.

Besides confinement, there is another qualitative dif-
ference between the observed reality and the fantasy
world of quarks and gluons. This difference is quite a bit
more subtle to describe, but equally fundamental. I will
not be able to do full justice to the phenomenological argu-
ments here, but I can state the essence of the problem in
its final, sanitized theoretical form. The phenomenology
indicates that if QCD is to describe the world, then the u
and d quarks must have very small masses. But if these
quarks do have very small masses, then the equations of
QCD possess some additional symmetries, called chiral
symmetries (after chiros, the Greek word for hand). These
symmetries allow separate transformations among the
right-handed quarks (spinning, in relation to their
motion, like ordinary right-handed screws) and the left-
handed quarks.

But there is no such symmetry among the observed
strongly interacting particles; they do not come in oppo-
site-parity pairs. So if QCD is to describe the real world,
the chiral symmetry must be spontaneously broken,
much as rotational symmetry is spontaneously broken in
a ferromagnet.

Clearly, it’s a big challenge to relate the beautifully

simple concepts that underlie QCD to the world of
observed phenomena. There have been three basic
approaches to meeting this challenge:
! The first approach is to take the bull by the horns and
just solve the equations. That’s not easy. It had better not
be too easy, because the solution must exhibit properties
(confinement, chiral-symmetry breaking) that are very
different from what the equations seem naively to sug-
gest, and it must describe a rich, complex phenomenology.
Fortunately, powerful modern computers have made it
possible to calculate a few of the key predictions of QCD
directly. Benchmark results are shown in figure 2, where
the calculated masses5 of an impressive range of hadrons
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QED and QCD in Pictures.

The physical content of
quantum electrodynam-

ics is summarized in the
algorithm that associates a
probability amplitude with
each of its Feynman graphs,
depicting a possible process
in spacetime. The Feynman
graphs are constructed by
linking together interaction
vertices of the type at left,
which represents a point

charged particle (lepton or quark) radiating a photon. To
get the amplitude, one multiplies together a kinematic
“propagator” factor for each line and an interaction factor
for each vertex. Reversing a line’s direction is equivalent to
replacing a particle by its antiparticle.

Quantum chromodynamics can be similarly summa-
rized, but with a more elaborate set of ingredients and ver-
tices, as shown below. Quarks (antiquarks) carry one pos-
itive (negative) unit of color charge. Linear superpositions
of the 9 possible combinations of gluon colors shown
below form an SU(3) octet of 8 physical gluon types.

A qualitatively new feature of QCD is that there are
vertices describing direct interactions of color gluons with
one another. Photons, by contrast, couple only to electric
charge, of which they carry none themselves.

g

QED

3 colors

6 flavors
(u, d, s, c, b, t)

Makes
life
interesting

QCD
Quarks Gluons

Vertices
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simple concepts that underlie QCD to the world of
observed phenomena. There have been three basic
approaches to meeting this challenge:
! The first approach is to take the bull by the horns and
just solve the equations. That’s not easy. It had better not
be too easy, because the solution must exhibit properties
(confinement, chiral-symmetry breaking) that are very
different from what the equations seem naively to sug-
gest, and it must describe a rich, complex phenomenology.
Fortunately, powerful modern computers have made it
possible to calculate a few of the key predictions of QCD
directly. Benchmark results are shown in figure 2, where
the calculated masses5 of an impressive range of hadrons
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charged particle (lepton or quark) radiating a photon. To
get the amplitude, one multiplies together a kinematic
“propagator” factor for each line and an interaction factor
for each vertex. Reversing a line’s direction is equivalent to
replacing a particle by its antiparticle.

Quantum chromodynamics can be similarly summa-
rized, but with a more elaborate set of ingredients and ver-
tices, as shown below. Quarks (antiquarks) carry one pos-
itive (negative) unit of color charge. Linear superpositions
of the 9 possible combinations of gluon colors shown
below form an SU(3) octet of 8 physical gluon types.

A qualitatively new feature of QCD is that there are
vertices describing direct interactions of color gluons with
one another. Photons, by contrast, couple only to electric
charge, of which they carry none themselves.
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are compared with their measured values. The agreement
is encouraging.

Such calculations clearly demonstrate that confine-
ment and chiral-symmetry breaking are consequences of
solving the equations of QCD. The calculations show us no
massless gluons, nor any fractionally charged particles,
nor the enlarged multiplets that would indicate unbroken
chiral symmetry. Just the observed particles, with the
right properties—neither more nor less.

While these and other massive numerical calcula-
tions give impressive and useful results, they are not the
end of all desire. There are many physically interesting
questions about QCD for which the known numerical
techniques become impractical. Also, it is not entirely sat-
isfying to have our computers acting as oracles, delivering
answers without explanations.
! The second approach is to give up on solving QCD
itself, and to focus instead on models that are simpler to
deal with, but still bear some significant resemblance to
the real thing. Theorists have studied, for example, QCD-
like models in fewer dimensions, or models incorporating
supersymmetry or different gauge groups, and several
other simplified variants. Many edifying insights have
been obtained in this way. By their nature, however, such
modelistic insights are not suited to hard-nosed con-
frontation with physical reality.
! The third approach, which is the subject of the rest of
this article, is to consider physical circumstances in which
the equations somehow become simpler.

Extreme virtuality
The most fundamental simplification of QCD is illustrat-
ed in figure 3. There we see, on the left, the jet-like
appearance of  collision events in which strongly interact-
ing particles (hadrons) are produced in electron–positron
annihilations at high energy. One finds many particles in
the final state, but most of them are clearly organized into
a few collimated “jets” of particles that share a common

direction.6 In about 90% of these hardron-producing
events, there are just two jets, emerging in opposite direc-
tions. Occasionally—in about 9% of the hadronic final
states—one sees three jets.

Compare those multiparticle hadronic events to colli-
sions in which leptons, say muons, are produced. In that
case, about 99% of the time one observes simply a muon
and an antimuon, emerging in opposite directions. But
occasionally—in about 1% of the muonic final states—a
photon is emitted as well.

If history had happened in a different order, the
observation of jet-like hadronic final states would surely
have led physicists to propose that they manifest under-
lying phenomena like those displayed on the right-hand
side of figure 3. Their resemblance to leptonic scattering
and QED would be too striking to ignore.

Eventually, by studying the details of how energy was
apportioned among the jets, and the relative probabilities
of different angles between them, the physicists would
have deduced directly from experimental data that there
are light spin-1/2 and massless spin-1 objects lurking
beneath the appearances, and how these covert objects
couple to one another. By studying the rare 4-jet events,
they could even have learned about the coupling of the
spin-1 particles to each other. So all the basic couplings we
know in QCD might have been inferred, more or less
directly, from experiment. But there would still be one big
puzzle: Why are there jets, rather than simply particles?

The answer is profound, and rich in consequences. It
is that the strength with which gluons couple depends
radically on their energy and momentum. “Hard’’ gluons,
which carry a lot of energy and momentum, couple weak-
ly; whereas the less energetic “soft’’ gluons, couple strong-
ly. Thus, only rarely will a fast-moving colored quark or
gluon emit “radiation” (a gluon) that significantly redi-
rects the flow of energy and momentum. That explains the
collimated flows one sees in jets. On the other hand, there
can be a great deal of soft radiation, which explains the

.

FIGURE 1. THE QCD LAGRANGIAN ⇒ displayed here is, in principle, a complete description of the strong interaction. But, in
practice, it leads to equations that are notoriously hard to solve. Here m

j
and q

j
are the mass and quantum field of the quark of jth

flavor, and A is the gluon field, with spacetime indices m and n and color indices a, b, c. The numerical coefficients f and t guaran-
tee SU(3) color symmetry. Aside from the quark masses, the one coupling constant g is the only free parameter of the theory.

F. Wilczek, Physics Today (2000)



Nuclear Interactions 
QCD (Lagrangian) is simple is write down

its fundamental equations (figure 1). You should not nec-
essarily be too impressed by that. After all, Richard Feyn-
man showed that you could write down the Equation of
the Universe in a single line: U = 0, where U, the total
unworldliness,3 is a definite function. It’s the sum of con-
tributions from all the laws of physics:

U = UNewton + UGauss + . . . ,

where, for instance, UNewton = (F – ma)2 and UGauss =
(∇!E – r)2.

So we can capture all the laws of physics we know,
and all the laws yet to be discovered, in this one unified
equation. But it’s a complete cheat, of course, because
there is no useful algorithm for unpacking U, other than
to go back to its component parts. The equations of QCD,
displayed in figure 1, are very different from Feynman’s
satirical unification. Their complete content is out front,
and the algorithms that unpack them flow from the
unambiguous mathematics of symmetry.

A remarkable feature of QCD, which we see in figure 1,
is how few adjustable parameters the theory needs. There
is just one overall coupling constant g and six quark-mass
parameters mj for the six quark flavors. As we shall see,
the coupling strength is a relative concept; and there are
many circumstances in which the mass parameters are
not significant. For example, the heavier quarks play only
a tiny role in the structure of ordinary matter. Thus QCD
approximates the theoretical ideal: From a few purely
conceptual elements, it constructs a wealth of physical
consequences that describe nature faithfully.4

Describing reality
At first sight it appears outrageous to suggest that the
equations of figure 1 or, equivalently, the pictures in the
box, can describe the real world of the strongly interacting
particles. None of the particles that we’ve actually seen
appear in the box, and none of the particles that appear in
the box has ever been observed. In particular, we’ve never
seen particles carrying fractional electric charge, which
we nonetheless ascribe to the quarks. And certainly we
haven’t seen anything like gluons—massless particles
mediating long-range strong forces. So if QCD is to
describe the world, it must explain why quarks and glu-
ons cannot exist as isolated particles. That is the so-called
confinement problem.

Besides confinement, there is another qualitative dif-
ference between the observed reality and the fantasy
world of quarks and gluons. This difference is quite a bit
more subtle to describe, but equally fundamental. I will
not be able to do full justice to the phenomenological argu-
ments here, but I can state the essence of the problem in
its final, sanitized theoretical form. The phenomenology
indicates that if QCD is to describe the world, then the u
and d quarks must have very small masses. But if these
quarks do have very small masses, then the equations of
QCD possess some additional symmetries, called chiral
symmetries (after chiros, the Greek word for hand). These
symmetries allow separate transformations among the
right-handed quarks (spinning, in relation to their
motion, like ordinary right-handed screws) and the left-
handed quarks.

But there is no such symmetry among the observed
strongly interacting particles; they do not come in oppo-
site-parity pairs. So if QCD is to describe the real world,
the chiral symmetry must be spontaneously broken,
much as rotational symmetry is spontaneously broken in
a ferromagnet.

Clearly, it’s a big challenge to relate the beautifully

simple concepts that underlie QCD to the world of
observed phenomena. There have been three basic
approaches to meeting this challenge:
! The first approach is to take the bull by the horns and
just solve the equations. That’s not easy. It had better not
be too easy, because the solution must exhibit properties
(confinement, chiral-symmetry breaking) that are very
different from what the equations seem naively to sug-
gest, and it must describe a rich, complex phenomenology.
Fortunately, powerful modern computers have made it
possible to calculate a few of the key predictions of QCD
directly. Benchmark results are shown in figure 2, where
the calculated masses5 of an impressive range of hadrons
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linking together interaction
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which represents a point

charged particle (lepton or quark) radiating a photon. To
get the amplitude, one multiplies together a kinematic
“propagator” factor for each line and an interaction factor
for each vertex. Reversing a line’s direction is equivalent to
replacing a particle by its antiparticle.

Quantum chromodynamics can be similarly summa-
rized, but with a more elaborate set of ingredients and ver-
tices, as shown below. Quarks (antiquarks) carry one pos-
itive (negative) unit of color charge. Linear superpositions
of the 9 possible combinations of gluon colors shown
below form an SU(3) octet of 8 physical gluon types.

A qualitatively new feature of QCD is that there are
vertices describing direct interactions of color gluons with
one another. Photons, by contrast, couple only to electric
charge, of which they carry none themselves.
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its fundamental equations (figure 1). You should not nec-
essarily be too impressed by that. After all, Richard Feyn-
man showed that you could write down the Equation of
the Universe in a single line: U = 0, where U, the total
unworldliness,3 is a definite function. It’s the sum of con-
tributions from all the laws of physics:

U = UNewton + UGauss + . . . ,

where, for instance, UNewton = (F – ma)2 and UGauss =
(∇!E – r)2.

So we can capture all the laws of physics we know,
and all the laws yet to be discovered, in this one unified
equation. But it’s a complete cheat, of course, because
there is no useful algorithm for unpacking U, other than
to go back to its component parts. The equations of QCD,
displayed in figure 1, are very different from Feynman’s
satirical unification. Their complete content is out front,
and the algorithms that unpack them flow from the
unambiguous mathematics of symmetry.

A remarkable feature of QCD, which we see in figure 1,
is how few adjustable parameters the theory needs. There
is just one overall coupling constant g and six quark-mass
parameters mj for the six quark flavors. As we shall see,
the coupling strength is a relative concept; and there are
many circumstances in which the mass parameters are
not significant. For example, the heavier quarks play only
a tiny role in the structure of ordinary matter. Thus QCD
approximates the theoretical ideal: From a few purely
conceptual elements, it constructs a wealth of physical
consequences that describe nature faithfully.4

Describing reality
At first sight it appears outrageous to suggest that the
equations of figure 1 or, equivalently, the pictures in the
box, can describe the real world of the strongly interacting
particles. None of the particles that we’ve actually seen
appear in the box, and none of the particles that appear in
the box has ever been observed. In particular, we’ve never
seen particles carrying fractional electric charge, which
we nonetheless ascribe to the quarks. And certainly we
haven’t seen anything like gluons—massless particles
mediating long-range strong forces. So if QCD is to
describe the world, it must explain why quarks and glu-
ons cannot exist as isolated particles. That is the so-called
confinement problem.

Besides confinement, there is another qualitative dif-
ference between the observed reality and the fantasy
world of quarks and gluons. This difference is quite a bit
more subtle to describe, but equally fundamental. I will
not be able to do full justice to the phenomenological argu-
ments here, but I can state the essence of the problem in
its final, sanitized theoretical form. The phenomenology
indicates that if QCD is to describe the world, then the u
and d quarks must have very small masses. But if these
quarks do have very small masses, then the equations of
QCD possess some additional symmetries, called chiral
symmetries (after chiros, the Greek word for hand). These
symmetries allow separate transformations among the
right-handed quarks (spinning, in relation to their
motion, like ordinary right-handed screws) and the left-
handed quarks.

But there is no such symmetry among the observed
strongly interacting particles; they do not come in oppo-
site-parity pairs. So if QCD is to describe the real world,
the chiral symmetry must be spontaneously broken,
much as rotational symmetry is spontaneously broken in
a ferromagnet.

Clearly, it’s a big challenge to relate the beautifully

simple concepts that underlie QCD to the world of
observed phenomena. There have been three basic
approaches to meeting this challenge:
! The first approach is to take the bull by the horns and
just solve the equations. That’s not easy. It had better not
be too easy, because the solution must exhibit properties
(confinement, chiral-symmetry breaking) that are very
different from what the equations seem naively to sug-
gest, and it must describe a rich, complex phenomenology.
Fortunately, powerful modern computers have made it
possible to calculate a few of the key predictions of QCD
directly. Benchmark results are shown in figure 2, where
the calculated masses5 of an impressive range of hadrons
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charged particle (lepton or quark) radiating a photon. To
get the amplitude, one multiplies together a kinematic
“propagator” factor for each line and an interaction factor
for each vertex. Reversing a line’s direction is equivalent to
replacing a particle by its antiparticle.

Quantum chromodynamics can be similarly summa-
rized, but with a more elaborate set of ingredients and ver-
tices, as shown below. Quarks (antiquarks) carry one pos-
itive (negative) unit of color charge. Linear superpositions
of the 9 possible combinations of gluon colors shown
below form an SU(3) octet of 8 physical gluon types.

A qualitatively new feature of QCD is that there are
vertices describing direct interactions of color gluons with
one another. Photons, by contrast, couple only to electric
charge, of which they carry none themselves.
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are compared with their measured values. The agreement
is encouraging.

Such calculations clearly demonstrate that confine-
ment and chiral-symmetry breaking are consequences of
solving the equations of QCD. The calculations show us no
massless gluons, nor any fractionally charged particles,
nor the enlarged multiplets that would indicate unbroken
chiral symmetry. Just the observed particles, with the
right properties—neither more nor less.

While these and other massive numerical calcula-
tions give impressive and useful results, they are not the
end of all desire. There are many physically interesting
questions about QCD for which the known numerical
techniques become impractical. Also, it is not entirely sat-
isfying to have our computers acting as oracles, delivering
answers without explanations.
! The second approach is to give up on solving QCD
itself, and to focus instead on models that are simpler to
deal with, but still bear some significant resemblance to
the real thing. Theorists have studied, for example, QCD-
like models in fewer dimensions, or models incorporating
supersymmetry or different gauge groups, and several
other simplified variants. Many edifying insights have
been obtained in this way. By their nature, however, such
modelistic insights are not suited to hard-nosed con-
frontation with physical reality.
! The third approach, which is the subject of the rest of
this article, is to consider physical circumstances in which
the equations somehow become simpler.

Extreme virtuality
The most fundamental simplification of QCD is illustrat-
ed in figure 3. There we see, on the left, the jet-like
appearance of  collision events in which strongly interact-
ing particles (hadrons) are produced in electron–positron
annihilations at high energy. One finds many particles in
the final state, but most of them are clearly organized into
a few collimated “jets” of particles that share a common

direction.6 In about 90% of these hardron-producing
events, there are just two jets, emerging in opposite direc-
tions. Occasionally—in about 9% of the hadronic final
states—one sees three jets.

Compare those multiparticle hadronic events to colli-
sions in which leptons, say muons, are produced. In that
case, about 99% of the time one observes simply a muon
and an antimuon, emerging in opposite directions. But
occasionally—in about 1% of the muonic final states—a
photon is emitted as well.

If history had happened in a different order, the
observation of jet-like hadronic final states would surely
have led physicists to propose that they manifest under-
lying phenomena like those displayed on the right-hand
side of figure 3. Their resemblance to leptonic scattering
and QED would be too striking to ignore.

Eventually, by studying the details of how energy was
apportioned among the jets, and the relative probabilities
of different angles between them, the physicists would
have deduced directly from experimental data that there
are light spin-1/2 and massless spin-1 objects lurking
beneath the appearances, and how these covert objects
couple to one another. By studying the rare 4-jet events,
they could even have learned about the coupling of the
spin-1 particles to each other. So all the basic couplings we
know in QCD might have been inferred, more or less
directly, from experiment. But there would still be one big
puzzle: Why are there jets, rather than simply particles?

The answer is profound, and rich in consequences. It
is that the strength with which gluons couple depends
radically on their energy and momentum. “Hard’’ gluons,
which carry a lot of energy and momentum, couple weak-
ly; whereas the less energetic “soft’’ gluons, couple strong-
ly. Thus, only rarely will a fast-moving colored quark or
gluon emit “radiation” (a gluon) that significantly redi-
rects the flow of energy and momentum. That explains the
collimated flows one sees in jets. On the other hand, there
can be a great deal of soft radiation, which explains the

.

FIGURE 1. THE QCD LAGRANGIAN ⇒ displayed here is, in principle, a complete description of the strong interaction. But, in
practice, it leads to equations that are notoriously hard to solve. Here m

j
and q

j
are the mass and quantum field of the quark of jth

flavor, and A is the gluon field, with spacetime indices m and n and color indices a, b, c. The numerical coefficients f and t guaran-
tee SU(3) color symmetry. Aside from the quark masses, the one coupling constant g is the only free parameter of the theory.
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are compared with their measured values. The agreement
is encouraging.

Such calculations clearly demonstrate that confine-
ment and chiral-symmetry breaking are consequences of
solving the equations of QCD. The calculations show us no
massless gluons, nor any fractionally charged particles,
nor the enlarged multiplets that would indicate unbroken
chiral symmetry. Just the observed particles, with the
right properties—neither more nor less.

While these and other massive numerical calcula-
tions give impressive and useful results, they are not the
end of all desire. There are many physically interesting
questions about QCD for which the known numerical
techniques become impractical. Also, it is not entirely sat-
isfying to have our computers acting as oracles, delivering
answers without explanations.
! The second approach is to give up on solving QCD
itself, and to focus instead on models that are simpler to
deal with, but still bear some significant resemblance to
the real thing. Theorists have studied, for example, QCD-
like models in fewer dimensions, or models incorporating
supersymmetry or different gauge groups, and several
other simplified variants. Many edifying insights have
been obtained in this way. By their nature, however, such
modelistic insights are not suited to hard-nosed con-
frontation with physical reality.
! The third approach, which is the subject of the rest of
this article, is to consider physical circumstances in which
the equations somehow become simpler.

Extreme virtuality
The most fundamental simplification of QCD is illustrat-
ed in figure 3. There we see, on the left, the jet-like
appearance of  collision events in which strongly interact-
ing particles (hadrons) are produced in electron–positron
annihilations at high energy. One finds many particles in
the final state, but most of them are clearly organized into
a few collimated “jets” of particles that share a common

direction.6 In about 90% of these hardron-producing
events, there are just two jets, emerging in opposite direc-
tions. Occasionally—in about 9% of the hadronic final
states—one sees three jets.

Compare those multiparticle hadronic events to colli-
sions in which leptons, say muons, are produced. In that
case, about 99% of the time one observes simply a muon
and an antimuon, emerging in opposite directions. But
occasionally—in about 1% of the muonic final states—a
photon is emitted as well.

If history had happened in a different order, the
observation of jet-like hadronic final states would surely
have led physicists to propose that they manifest under-
lying phenomena like those displayed on the right-hand
side of figure 3. Their resemblance to leptonic scattering
and QED would be too striking to ignore.

Eventually, by studying the details of how energy was
apportioned among the jets, and the relative probabilities
of different angles between them, the physicists would
have deduced directly from experimental data that there
are light spin-1/2 and massless spin-1 objects lurking
beneath the appearances, and how these covert objects
couple to one another. By studying the rare 4-jet events,
they could even have learned about the coupling of the
spin-1 particles to each other. So all the basic couplings we
know in QCD might have been inferred, more or less
directly, from experiment. But there would still be one big
puzzle: Why are there jets, rather than simply particles?

The answer is profound, and rich in consequences. It
is that the strength with which gluons couple depends
radically on their energy and momentum. “Hard’’ gluons,
which carry a lot of energy and momentum, couple weak-
ly; whereas the less energetic “soft’’ gluons, couple strong-
ly. Thus, only rarely will a fast-moving colored quark or
gluon emit “radiation” (a gluon) that significantly redi-
rects the flow of energy and momentum. That explains the
collimated flows one sees in jets. On the other hand, there
can be a great deal of soft radiation, which explains the
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FIGURE 1. THE QCD LAGRANGIAN ⇒ displayed here is, in principle, a complete description of the strong interaction. But, in
practice, it leads to equations that are notoriously hard to solve. Here m
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and q
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flavor, and A is the gluon field, with spacetime indices m and n and color indices a, b, c. The numerical coefficients f and t guaran-
tee SU(3) color symmetry. Aside from the quark masses, the one coupling constant g is the only free parameter of the theory.
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QCD (Lagrangian) is simple is write down

its fundamental equations (figure 1). You should not nec-
essarily be too impressed by that. After all, Richard Feyn-
man showed that you could write down the Equation of
the Universe in a single line: U = 0, where U, the total
unworldliness,3 is a definite function. It’s the sum of con-
tributions from all the laws of physics:

U = UNewton + UGauss + . . . ,

where, for instance, UNewton = (F – ma)2 and UGauss =
(∇!E – r)2.

So we can capture all the laws of physics we know,
and all the laws yet to be discovered, in this one unified
equation. But it’s a complete cheat, of course, because
there is no useful algorithm for unpacking U, other than
to go back to its component parts. The equations of QCD,
displayed in figure 1, are very different from Feynman’s
satirical unification. Their complete content is out front,
and the algorithms that unpack them flow from the
unambiguous mathematics of symmetry.

A remarkable feature of QCD, which we see in figure 1,
is how few adjustable parameters the theory needs. There
is just one overall coupling constant g and six quark-mass
parameters mj for the six quark flavors. As we shall see,
the coupling strength is a relative concept; and there are
many circumstances in which the mass parameters are
not significant. For example, the heavier quarks play only
a tiny role in the structure of ordinary matter. Thus QCD
approximates the theoretical ideal: From a few purely
conceptual elements, it constructs a wealth of physical
consequences that describe nature faithfully.4

Describing reality
At first sight it appears outrageous to suggest that the
equations of figure 1 or, equivalently, the pictures in the
box, can describe the real world of the strongly interacting
particles. None of the particles that we’ve actually seen
appear in the box, and none of the particles that appear in
the box has ever been observed. In particular, we’ve never
seen particles carrying fractional electric charge, which
we nonetheless ascribe to the quarks. And certainly we
haven’t seen anything like gluons—massless particles
mediating long-range strong forces. So if QCD is to
describe the world, it must explain why quarks and glu-
ons cannot exist as isolated particles. That is the so-called
confinement problem.

Besides confinement, there is another qualitative dif-
ference between the observed reality and the fantasy
world of quarks and gluons. This difference is quite a bit
more subtle to describe, but equally fundamental. I will
not be able to do full justice to the phenomenological argu-
ments here, but I can state the essence of the problem in
its final, sanitized theoretical form. The phenomenology
indicates that if QCD is to describe the world, then the u
and d quarks must have very small masses. But if these
quarks do have very small masses, then the equations of
QCD possess some additional symmetries, called chiral
symmetries (after chiros, the Greek word for hand). These
symmetries allow separate transformations among the
right-handed quarks (spinning, in relation to their
motion, like ordinary right-handed screws) and the left-
handed quarks.

But there is no such symmetry among the observed
strongly interacting particles; they do not come in oppo-
site-parity pairs. So if QCD is to describe the real world,
the chiral symmetry must be spontaneously broken,
much as rotational symmetry is spontaneously broken in
a ferromagnet.

Clearly, it’s a big challenge to relate the beautifully

simple concepts that underlie QCD to the world of
observed phenomena. There have been three basic
approaches to meeting this challenge:
! The first approach is to take the bull by the horns and
just solve the equations. That’s not easy. It had better not
be too easy, because the solution must exhibit properties
(confinement, chiral-symmetry breaking) that are very
different from what the equations seem naively to sug-
gest, and it must describe a rich, complex phenomenology.
Fortunately, powerful modern computers have made it
possible to calculate a few of the key predictions of QCD
directly. Benchmark results are shown in figure 2, where
the calculated masses5 of an impressive range of hadrons
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rized, but with a more elaborate set of ingredients and ver-
tices, as shown below. Quarks (antiquarks) carry one pos-
itive (negative) unit of color charge. Linear superpositions
of the 9 possible combinations of gluon colors shown
below form an SU(3) octet of 8 physical gluon types.
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vertices describing direct interactions of color gluons with
one another. Photons, by contrast, couple only to electric
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its fundamental equations (figure 1). You should not nec-
essarily be too impressed by that. After all, Richard Feyn-
man showed that you could write down the Equation of
the Universe in a single line: U = 0, where U, the total
unworldliness,3 is a definite function. It’s the sum of con-
tributions from all the laws of physics:

U = UNewton + UGauss + . . . ,

where, for instance, UNewton = (F – ma)2 and UGauss =
(∇!E – r)2.

So we can capture all the laws of physics we know,
and all the laws yet to be discovered, in this one unified
equation. But it’s a complete cheat, of course, because
there is no useful algorithm for unpacking U, other than
to go back to its component parts. The equations of QCD,
displayed in figure 1, are very different from Feynman’s
satirical unification. Their complete content is out front,
and the algorithms that unpack them flow from the
unambiguous mathematics of symmetry.

A remarkable feature of QCD, which we see in figure 1,
is how few adjustable parameters the theory needs. There
is just one overall coupling constant g and six quark-mass
parameters mj for the six quark flavors. As we shall see,
the coupling strength is a relative concept; and there are
many circumstances in which the mass parameters are
not significant. For example, the heavier quarks play only
a tiny role in the structure of ordinary matter. Thus QCD
approximates the theoretical ideal: From a few purely
conceptual elements, it constructs a wealth of physical
consequences that describe nature faithfully.4

Describing reality
At first sight it appears outrageous to suggest that the
equations of figure 1 or, equivalently, the pictures in the
box, can describe the real world of the strongly interacting
particles. None of the particles that we’ve actually seen
appear in the box, and none of the particles that appear in
the box has ever been observed. In particular, we’ve never
seen particles carrying fractional electric charge, which
we nonetheless ascribe to the quarks. And certainly we
haven’t seen anything like gluons—massless particles
mediating long-range strong forces. So if QCD is to
describe the world, it must explain why quarks and glu-
ons cannot exist as isolated particles. That is the so-called
confinement problem.

Besides confinement, there is another qualitative dif-
ference between the observed reality and the fantasy
world of quarks and gluons. This difference is quite a bit
more subtle to describe, but equally fundamental. I will
not be able to do full justice to the phenomenological argu-
ments here, but I can state the essence of the problem in
its final, sanitized theoretical form. The phenomenology
indicates that if QCD is to describe the world, then the u
and d quarks must have very small masses. But if these
quarks do have very small masses, then the equations of
QCD possess some additional symmetries, called chiral
symmetries (after chiros, the Greek word for hand). These
symmetries allow separate transformations among the
right-handed quarks (spinning, in relation to their
motion, like ordinary right-handed screws) and the left-
handed quarks.

But there is no such symmetry among the observed
strongly interacting particles; they do not come in oppo-
site-parity pairs. So if QCD is to describe the real world,
the chiral symmetry must be spontaneously broken,
much as rotational symmetry is spontaneously broken in
a ferromagnet.

Clearly, it’s a big challenge to relate the beautifully

simple concepts that underlie QCD to the world of
observed phenomena. There have been three basic
approaches to meeting this challenge:
! The first approach is to take the bull by the horns and
just solve the equations. That’s not easy. It had better not
be too easy, because the solution must exhibit properties
(confinement, chiral-symmetry breaking) that are very
different from what the equations seem naively to sug-
gest, and it must describe a rich, complex phenomenology.
Fortunately, powerful modern computers have made it
possible to calculate a few of the key predictions of QCD
directly. Benchmark results are shown in figure 2, where
the calculated masses5 of an impressive range of hadrons
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charged particle (lepton or quark) radiating a photon. To
get the amplitude, one multiplies together a kinematic
“propagator” factor for each line and an interaction factor
for each vertex. Reversing a line’s direction is equivalent to
replacing a particle by its antiparticle.

Quantum chromodynamics can be similarly summa-
rized, but with a more elaborate set of ingredients and ver-
tices, as shown below. Quarks (antiquarks) carry one pos-
itive (negative) unit of color charge. Linear superpositions
of the 9 possible combinations of gluon colors shown
below form an SU(3) octet of 8 physical gluon types.

A qualitatively new feature of QCD is that there are
vertices describing direct interactions of color gluons with
one another. Photons, by contrast, couple only to electric
charge, of which they carry none themselves.
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are compared with their measured values. The agreement
is encouraging.

Such calculations clearly demonstrate that confine-
ment and chiral-symmetry breaking are consequences of
solving the equations of QCD. The calculations show us no
massless gluons, nor any fractionally charged particles,
nor the enlarged multiplets that would indicate unbroken
chiral symmetry. Just the observed particles, with the
right properties—neither more nor less.

While these and other massive numerical calcula-
tions give impressive and useful results, they are not the
end of all desire. There are many physically interesting
questions about QCD for which the known numerical
techniques become impractical. Also, it is not entirely sat-
isfying to have our computers acting as oracles, delivering
answers without explanations.
! The second approach is to give up on solving QCD
itself, and to focus instead on models that are simpler to
deal with, but still bear some significant resemblance to
the real thing. Theorists have studied, for example, QCD-
like models in fewer dimensions, or models incorporating
supersymmetry or different gauge groups, and several
other simplified variants. Many edifying insights have
been obtained in this way. By their nature, however, such
modelistic insights are not suited to hard-nosed con-
frontation with physical reality.
! The third approach, which is the subject of the rest of
this article, is to consider physical circumstances in which
the equations somehow become simpler.

Extreme virtuality
The most fundamental simplification of QCD is illustrat-
ed in figure 3. There we see, on the left, the jet-like
appearance of  collision events in which strongly interact-
ing particles (hadrons) are produced in electron–positron
annihilations at high energy. One finds many particles in
the final state, but most of them are clearly organized into
a few collimated “jets” of particles that share a common

direction.6 In about 90% of these hardron-producing
events, there are just two jets, emerging in opposite direc-
tions. Occasionally—in about 9% of the hadronic final
states—one sees three jets.

Compare those multiparticle hadronic events to colli-
sions in which leptons, say muons, are produced. In that
case, about 99% of the time one observes simply a muon
and an antimuon, emerging in opposite directions. But
occasionally—in about 1% of the muonic final states—a
photon is emitted as well.

If history had happened in a different order, the
observation of jet-like hadronic final states would surely
have led physicists to propose that they manifest under-
lying phenomena like those displayed on the right-hand
side of figure 3. Their resemblance to leptonic scattering
and QED would be too striking to ignore.

Eventually, by studying the details of how energy was
apportioned among the jets, and the relative probabilities
of different angles between them, the physicists would
have deduced directly from experimental data that there
are light spin-1/2 and massless spin-1 objects lurking
beneath the appearances, and how these covert objects
couple to one another. By studying the rare 4-jet events,
they could even have learned about the coupling of the
spin-1 particles to each other. So all the basic couplings we
know in QCD might have been inferred, more or less
directly, from experiment. But there would still be one big
puzzle: Why are there jets, rather than simply particles?

The answer is profound, and rich in consequences. It
is that the strength with which gluons couple depends
radically on their energy and momentum. “Hard’’ gluons,
which carry a lot of energy and momentum, couple weak-
ly; whereas the less energetic “soft’’ gluons, couple strong-
ly. Thus, only rarely will a fast-moving colored quark or
gluon emit “radiation” (a gluon) that significantly redi-
rects the flow of energy and momentum. That explains the
collimated flows one sees in jets. On the other hand, there
can be a great deal of soft radiation, which explains the

.

FIGURE 1. THE QCD LAGRANGIAN ⇒ displayed here is, in principle, a complete description of the strong interaction. But, in
practice, it leads to equations that are notoriously hard to solve. Here m

j
and q

j
are the mass and quantum field of the quark of jth

flavor, and A is the gluon field, with spacetime indices m and n and color indices a, b, c. The numerical coefficients f and t guaran-
tee SU(3) color symmetry. Aside from the quark masses, the one coupling constant g is the only free parameter of the theory.
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Nuclear Interactions 
QCD (Lagrangian) is simple is write down

its fundamental equations (figure 1). You should not nec-
essarily be too impressed by that. After all, Richard Feyn-
man showed that you could write down the Equation of
the Universe in a single line: U = 0, where U, the total
unworldliness,3 is a definite function. It’s the sum of con-
tributions from all the laws of physics:

U = UNewton + UGauss + . . . ,

where, for instance, UNewton = (F – ma)2 and UGauss =
(∇!E – r)2.

So we can capture all the laws of physics we know,
and all the laws yet to be discovered, in this one unified
equation. But it’s a complete cheat, of course, because
there is no useful algorithm for unpacking U, other than
to go back to its component parts. The equations of QCD,
displayed in figure 1, are very different from Feynman’s
satirical unification. Their complete content is out front,
and the algorithms that unpack them flow from the
unambiguous mathematics of symmetry.

A remarkable feature of QCD, which we see in figure 1,
is how few adjustable parameters the theory needs. There
is just one overall coupling constant g and six quark-mass
parameters mj for the six quark flavors. As we shall see,
the coupling strength is a relative concept; and there are
many circumstances in which the mass parameters are
not significant. For example, the heavier quarks play only
a tiny role in the structure of ordinary matter. Thus QCD
approximates the theoretical ideal: From a few purely
conceptual elements, it constructs a wealth of physical
consequences that describe nature faithfully.4

Describing reality
At first sight it appears outrageous to suggest that the
equations of figure 1 or, equivalently, the pictures in the
box, can describe the real world of the strongly interacting
particles. None of the particles that we’ve actually seen
appear in the box, and none of the particles that appear in
the box has ever been observed. In particular, we’ve never
seen particles carrying fractional electric charge, which
we nonetheless ascribe to the quarks. And certainly we
haven’t seen anything like gluons—massless particles
mediating long-range strong forces. So if QCD is to
describe the world, it must explain why quarks and glu-
ons cannot exist as isolated particles. That is the so-called
confinement problem.

Besides confinement, there is another qualitative dif-
ference between the observed reality and the fantasy
world of quarks and gluons. This difference is quite a bit
more subtle to describe, but equally fundamental. I will
not be able to do full justice to the phenomenological argu-
ments here, but I can state the essence of the problem in
its final, sanitized theoretical form. The phenomenology
indicates that if QCD is to describe the world, then the u
and d quarks must have very small masses. But if these
quarks do have very small masses, then the equations of
QCD possess some additional symmetries, called chiral
symmetries (after chiros, the Greek word for hand). These
symmetries allow separate transformations among the
right-handed quarks (spinning, in relation to their
motion, like ordinary right-handed screws) and the left-
handed quarks.

But there is no such symmetry among the observed
strongly interacting particles; they do not come in oppo-
site-parity pairs. So if QCD is to describe the real world,
the chiral symmetry must be spontaneously broken,
much as rotational symmetry is spontaneously broken in
a ferromagnet.

Clearly, it’s a big challenge to relate the beautifully

simple concepts that underlie QCD to the world of
observed phenomena. There have been three basic
approaches to meeting this challenge:
! The first approach is to take the bull by the horns and
just solve the equations. That’s not easy. It had better not
be too easy, because the solution must exhibit properties
(confinement, chiral-symmetry breaking) that are very
different from what the equations seem naively to sug-
gest, and it must describe a rich, complex phenomenology.
Fortunately, powerful modern computers have made it
possible to calculate a few of the key predictions of QCD
directly. Benchmark results are shown in figure 2, where
the calculated masses5 of an impressive range of hadrons
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The physical content of
quantum electrodynam-

ics is summarized in the
algorithm that associates a
probability amplitude with
each of its Feynman graphs,
depicting a possible process
in spacetime. The Feynman
graphs are constructed by
linking together interaction
vertices of the type at left,
which represents a point

charged particle (lepton or quark) radiating a photon. To
get the amplitude, one multiplies together a kinematic
“propagator” factor for each line and an interaction factor
for each vertex. Reversing a line’s direction is equivalent to
replacing a particle by its antiparticle.

Quantum chromodynamics can be similarly summa-
rized, but with a more elaborate set of ingredients and ver-
tices, as shown below. Quarks (antiquarks) carry one pos-
itive (negative) unit of color charge. Linear superpositions
of the 9 possible combinations of gluon colors shown
below form an SU(3) octet of 8 physical gluon types.

A qualitatively new feature of QCD is that there are
vertices describing direct interactions of color gluons with
one another. Photons, by contrast, couple only to electric
charge, of which they carry none themselves.
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essarily be too impressed by that. After all, Richard Feyn-
man showed that you could write down the Equation of
the Universe in a single line: U = 0, where U, the total
unworldliness,3 is a definite function. It’s the sum of con-
tributions from all the laws of physics:

U = UNewton + UGauss + . . . ,

where, for instance, UNewton = (F – ma)2 and UGauss =
(∇!E – r)2.

So we can capture all the laws of physics we know,
and all the laws yet to be discovered, in this one unified
equation. But it’s a complete cheat, of course, because
there is no useful algorithm for unpacking U, other than
to go back to its component parts. The equations of QCD,
displayed in figure 1, are very different from Feynman’s
satirical unification. Their complete content is out front,
and the algorithms that unpack them flow from the
unambiguous mathematics of symmetry.

A remarkable feature of QCD, which we see in figure 1,
is how few adjustable parameters the theory needs. There
is just one overall coupling constant g and six quark-mass
parameters mj for the six quark flavors. As we shall see,
the coupling strength is a relative concept; and there are
many circumstances in which the mass parameters are
not significant. For example, the heavier quarks play only
a tiny role in the structure of ordinary matter. Thus QCD
approximates the theoretical ideal: From a few purely
conceptual elements, it constructs a wealth of physical
consequences that describe nature faithfully.4

Describing reality
At first sight it appears outrageous to suggest that the
equations of figure 1 or, equivalently, the pictures in the
box, can describe the real world of the strongly interacting
particles. None of the particles that we’ve actually seen
appear in the box, and none of the particles that appear in
the box has ever been observed. In particular, we’ve never
seen particles carrying fractional electric charge, which
we nonetheless ascribe to the quarks. And certainly we
haven’t seen anything like gluons—massless particles
mediating long-range strong forces. So if QCD is to
describe the world, it must explain why quarks and glu-
ons cannot exist as isolated particles. That is the so-called
confinement problem.

Besides confinement, there is another qualitative dif-
ference between the observed reality and the fantasy
world of quarks and gluons. This difference is quite a bit
more subtle to describe, but equally fundamental. I will
not be able to do full justice to the phenomenological argu-
ments here, but I can state the essence of the problem in
its final, sanitized theoretical form. The phenomenology
indicates that if QCD is to describe the world, then the u
and d quarks must have very small masses. But if these
quarks do have very small masses, then the equations of
QCD possess some additional symmetries, called chiral
symmetries (after chiros, the Greek word for hand). These
symmetries allow separate transformations among the
right-handed quarks (spinning, in relation to their
motion, like ordinary right-handed screws) and the left-
handed quarks.

But there is no such symmetry among the observed
strongly interacting particles; they do not come in oppo-
site-parity pairs. So if QCD is to describe the real world,
the chiral symmetry must be spontaneously broken,
much as rotational symmetry is spontaneously broken in
a ferromagnet.

Clearly, it’s a big challenge to relate the beautifully

simple concepts that underlie QCD to the world of
observed phenomena. There have been three basic
approaches to meeting this challenge:
! The first approach is to take the bull by the horns and
just solve the equations. That’s not easy. It had better not
be too easy, because the solution must exhibit properties
(confinement, chiral-symmetry breaking) that are very
different from what the equations seem naively to sug-
gest, and it must describe a rich, complex phenomenology.
Fortunately, powerful modern computers have made it
possible to calculate a few of the key predictions of QCD
directly. Benchmark results are shown in figure 2, where
the calculated masses5 of an impressive range of hadrons
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of the 9 possible combinations of gluon colors shown
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are compared with their measured values. The agreement
is encouraging.

Such calculations clearly demonstrate that confine-
ment and chiral-symmetry breaking are consequences of
solving the equations of QCD. The calculations show us no
massless gluons, nor any fractionally charged particles,
nor the enlarged multiplets that would indicate unbroken
chiral symmetry. Just the observed particles, with the
right properties—neither more nor less.

While these and other massive numerical calcula-
tions give impressive and useful results, they are not the
end of all desire. There are many physically interesting
questions about QCD for which the known numerical
techniques become impractical. Also, it is not entirely sat-
isfying to have our computers acting as oracles, delivering
answers without explanations.
! The second approach is to give up on solving QCD
itself, and to focus instead on models that are simpler to
deal with, but still bear some significant resemblance to
the real thing. Theorists have studied, for example, QCD-
like models in fewer dimensions, or models incorporating
supersymmetry or different gauge groups, and several
other simplified variants. Many edifying insights have
been obtained in this way. By their nature, however, such
modelistic insights are not suited to hard-nosed con-
frontation with physical reality.
! The third approach, which is the subject of the rest of
this article, is to consider physical circumstances in which
the equations somehow become simpler.

Extreme virtuality
The most fundamental simplification of QCD is illustrat-
ed in figure 3. There we see, on the left, the jet-like
appearance of  collision events in which strongly interact-
ing particles (hadrons) are produced in electron–positron
annihilations at high energy. One finds many particles in
the final state, but most of them are clearly organized into
a few collimated “jets” of particles that share a common

direction.6 In about 90% of these hardron-producing
events, there are just two jets, emerging in opposite direc-
tions. Occasionally—in about 9% of the hadronic final
states—one sees three jets.

Compare those multiparticle hadronic events to colli-
sions in which leptons, say muons, are produced. In that
case, about 99% of the time one observes simply a muon
and an antimuon, emerging in opposite directions. But
occasionally—in about 1% of the muonic final states—a
photon is emitted as well.

If history had happened in a different order, the
observation of jet-like hadronic final states would surely
have led physicists to propose that they manifest under-
lying phenomena like those displayed on the right-hand
side of figure 3. Their resemblance to leptonic scattering
and QED would be too striking to ignore.

Eventually, by studying the details of how energy was
apportioned among the jets, and the relative probabilities
of different angles between them, the physicists would
have deduced directly from experimental data that there
are light spin-1/2 and massless spin-1 objects lurking
beneath the appearances, and how these covert objects
couple to one another. By studying the rare 4-jet events,
they could even have learned about the coupling of the
spin-1 particles to each other. So all the basic couplings we
know in QCD might have been inferred, more or less
directly, from experiment. But there would still be one big
puzzle: Why are there jets, rather than simply particles?

The answer is profound, and rich in consequences. It
is that the strength with which gluons couple depends
radically on their energy and momentum. “Hard’’ gluons,
which carry a lot of energy and momentum, couple weak-
ly; whereas the less energetic “soft’’ gluons, couple strong-
ly. Thus, only rarely will a fast-moving colored quark or
gluon emit “radiation” (a gluon) that significantly redi-
rects the flow of energy and momentum. That explains the
collimated flows one sees in jets. On the other hand, there
can be a great deal of soft radiation, which explains the
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are compared with their measured values. The agreement
is encouraging.

Such calculations clearly demonstrate that confine-
ment and chiral-symmetry breaking are consequences of
solving the equations of QCD. The calculations show us no
massless gluons, nor any fractionally charged particles,
nor the enlarged multiplets that would indicate unbroken
chiral symmetry. Just the observed particles, with the
right properties—neither more nor less.

While these and other massive numerical calcula-
tions give impressive and useful results, they are not the
end of all desire. There are many physically interesting
questions about QCD for which the known numerical
techniques become impractical. Also, it is not entirely sat-
isfying to have our computers acting as oracles, delivering
answers without explanations.
! The second approach is to give up on solving QCD
itself, and to focus instead on models that are simpler to
deal with, but still bear some significant resemblance to
the real thing. Theorists have studied, for example, QCD-
like models in fewer dimensions, or models incorporating
supersymmetry or different gauge groups, and several
other simplified variants. Many edifying insights have
been obtained in this way. By their nature, however, such
modelistic insights are not suited to hard-nosed con-
frontation with physical reality.
! The third approach, which is the subject of the rest of
this article, is to consider physical circumstances in which
the equations somehow become simpler.

Extreme virtuality
The most fundamental simplification of QCD is illustrat-
ed in figure 3. There we see, on the left, the jet-like
appearance of  collision events in which strongly interact-
ing particles (hadrons) are produced in electron–positron
annihilations at high energy. One finds many particles in
the final state, but most of them are clearly organized into
a few collimated “jets” of particles that share a common

direction.6 In about 90% of these hardron-producing
events, there are just two jets, emerging in opposite direc-
tions. Occasionally—in about 9% of the hadronic final
states—one sees three jets.

Compare those multiparticle hadronic events to colli-
sions in which leptons, say muons, are produced. In that
case, about 99% of the time one observes simply a muon
and an antimuon, emerging in opposite directions. But
occasionally—in about 1% of the muonic final states—a
photon is emitted as well.

If history had happened in a different order, the
observation of jet-like hadronic final states would surely
have led physicists to propose that they manifest under-
lying phenomena like those displayed on the right-hand
side of figure 3. Their resemblance to leptonic scattering
and QED would be too striking to ignore.

Eventually, by studying the details of how energy was
apportioned among the jets, and the relative probabilities
of different angles between them, the physicists would
have deduced directly from experimental data that there
are light spin-1/2 and massless spin-1 objects lurking
beneath the appearances, and how these covert objects
couple to one another. By studying the rare 4-jet events,
they could even have learned about the coupling of the
spin-1 particles to each other. So all the basic couplings we
know in QCD might have been inferred, more or less
directly, from experiment. But there would still be one big
puzzle: Why are there jets, rather than simply particles?

The answer is profound, and rich in consequences. It
is that the strength with which gluons couple depends
radically on their energy and momentum. “Hard’’ gluons,
which carry a lot of energy and momentum, couple weak-
ly; whereas the less energetic “soft’’ gluons, couple strong-
ly. Thus, only rarely will a fast-moving colored quark or
gluon emit “radiation” (a gluon) that significantly redi-
rects the flow of energy and momentum. That explains the
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can be a great deal of soft radiation, which explains the
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but is difficult to solve at low energy. 



Nuclear Interactions 
QCD (Lagrangian) is simple is write down

its fundamental equations (figure 1). You should not nec-
essarily be too impressed by that. After all, Richard Feyn-
man showed that you could write down the Equation of
the Universe in a single line: U = 0, where U, the total
unworldliness,3 is a definite function. It’s the sum of con-
tributions from all the laws of physics:

U = UNewton + UGauss + . . . ,

where, for instance, UNewton = (F – ma)2 and UGauss =
(∇!E – r)2.

So we can capture all the laws of physics we know,
and all the laws yet to be discovered, in this one unified
equation. But it’s a complete cheat, of course, because
there is no useful algorithm for unpacking U, other than
to go back to its component parts. The equations of QCD,
displayed in figure 1, are very different from Feynman’s
satirical unification. Their complete content is out front,
and the algorithms that unpack them flow from the
unambiguous mathematics of symmetry.

A remarkable feature of QCD, which we see in figure 1,
is how few adjustable parameters the theory needs. There
is just one overall coupling constant g and six quark-mass
parameters mj for the six quark flavors. As we shall see,
the coupling strength is a relative concept; and there are
many circumstances in which the mass parameters are
not significant. For example, the heavier quarks play only
a tiny role in the structure of ordinary matter. Thus QCD
approximates the theoretical ideal: From a few purely
conceptual elements, it constructs a wealth of physical
consequences that describe nature faithfully.4

Describing reality
At first sight it appears outrageous to suggest that the
equations of figure 1 or, equivalently, the pictures in the
box, can describe the real world of the strongly interacting
particles. None of the particles that we’ve actually seen
appear in the box, and none of the particles that appear in
the box has ever been observed. In particular, we’ve never
seen particles carrying fractional electric charge, which
we nonetheless ascribe to the quarks. And certainly we
haven’t seen anything like gluons—massless particles
mediating long-range strong forces. So if QCD is to
describe the world, it must explain why quarks and glu-
ons cannot exist as isolated particles. That is the so-called
confinement problem.

Besides confinement, there is another qualitative dif-
ference between the observed reality and the fantasy
world of quarks and gluons. This difference is quite a bit
more subtle to describe, but equally fundamental. I will
not be able to do full justice to the phenomenological argu-
ments here, but I can state the essence of the problem in
its final, sanitized theoretical form. The phenomenology
indicates that if QCD is to describe the world, then the u
and d quarks must have very small masses. But if these
quarks do have very small masses, then the equations of
QCD possess some additional symmetries, called chiral
symmetries (after chiros, the Greek word for hand). These
symmetries allow separate transformations among the
right-handed quarks (spinning, in relation to their
motion, like ordinary right-handed screws) and the left-
handed quarks.

But there is no such symmetry among the observed
strongly interacting particles; they do not come in oppo-
site-parity pairs. So if QCD is to describe the real world,
the chiral symmetry must be spontaneously broken,
much as rotational symmetry is spontaneously broken in
a ferromagnet.

Clearly, it’s a big challenge to relate the beautifully

simple concepts that underlie QCD to the world of
observed phenomena. There have been three basic
approaches to meeting this challenge:
! The first approach is to take the bull by the horns and
just solve the equations. That’s not easy. It had better not
be too easy, because the solution must exhibit properties
(confinement, chiral-symmetry breaking) that are very
different from what the equations seem naively to sug-
gest, and it must describe a rich, complex phenomenology.
Fortunately, powerful modern computers have made it
possible to calculate a few of the key predictions of QCD
directly. Benchmark results are shown in figure 2, where
the calculated masses5 of an impressive range of hadrons
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QED and QCD in Pictures.

The physical content of
quantum electrodynam-

ics is summarized in the
algorithm that associates a
probability amplitude with
each of its Feynman graphs,
depicting a possible process
in spacetime. The Feynman
graphs are constructed by
linking together interaction
vertices of the type at left,
which represents a point

charged particle (lepton or quark) radiating a photon. To
get the amplitude, one multiplies together a kinematic
“propagator” factor for each line and an interaction factor
for each vertex. Reversing a line’s direction is equivalent to
replacing a particle by its antiparticle.

Quantum chromodynamics can be similarly summa-
rized, but with a more elaborate set of ingredients and ver-
tices, as shown below. Quarks (antiquarks) carry one pos-
itive (negative) unit of color charge. Linear superpositions
of the 9 possible combinations of gluon colors shown
below form an SU(3) octet of 8 physical gluon types.

A qualitatively new feature of QCD is that there are
vertices describing direct interactions of color gluons with
one another. Photons, by contrast, couple only to electric
charge, of which they carry none themselves.
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not significant. For example, the heavier quarks play only
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conceptual elements, it constructs a wealth of physical
consequences that describe nature faithfully.4
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ments here, but I can state the essence of the problem in
its final, sanitized theoretical form. The phenomenology
indicates that if QCD is to describe the world, then the u
and d quarks must have very small masses. But if these
quarks do have very small masses, then the equations of
QCD possess some additional symmetries, called chiral
symmetries (after chiros, the Greek word for hand). These
symmetries allow separate transformations among the
right-handed quarks (spinning, in relation to their
motion, like ordinary right-handed screws) and the left-
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But there is no such symmetry among the observed
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are compared with their measured values. The agreement
is encouraging.

Such calculations clearly demonstrate that confine-
ment and chiral-symmetry breaking are consequences of
solving the equations of QCD. The calculations show us no
massless gluons, nor any fractionally charged particles,
nor the enlarged multiplets that would indicate unbroken
chiral symmetry. Just the observed particles, with the
right properties—neither more nor less.

While these and other massive numerical calcula-
tions give impressive and useful results, they are not the
end of all desire. There are many physically interesting
questions about QCD for which the known numerical
techniques become impractical. Also, it is not entirely sat-
isfying to have our computers acting as oracles, delivering
answers without explanations.
! The second approach is to give up on solving QCD
itself, and to focus instead on models that are simpler to
deal with, but still bear some significant resemblance to
the real thing. Theorists have studied, for example, QCD-
like models in fewer dimensions, or models incorporating
supersymmetry or different gauge groups, and several
other simplified variants. Many edifying insights have
been obtained in this way. By their nature, however, such
modelistic insights are not suited to hard-nosed con-
frontation with physical reality.
! The third approach, which is the subject of the rest of
this article, is to consider physical circumstances in which
the equations somehow become simpler.

Extreme virtuality
The most fundamental simplification of QCD is illustrat-
ed in figure 3. There we see, on the left, the jet-like
appearance of  collision events in which strongly interact-
ing particles (hadrons) are produced in electron–positron
annihilations at high energy. One finds many particles in
the final state, but most of them are clearly organized into
a few collimated “jets” of particles that share a common

direction.6 In about 90% of these hardron-producing
events, there are just two jets, emerging in opposite direc-
tions. Occasionally—in about 9% of the hadronic final
states—one sees three jets.

Compare those multiparticle hadronic events to colli-
sions in which leptons, say muons, are produced. In that
case, about 99% of the time one observes simply a muon
and an antimuon, emerging in opposite directions. But
occasionally—in about 1% of the muonic final states—a
photon is emitted as well.

If history had happened in a different order, the
observation of jet-like hadronic final states would surely
have led physicists to propose that they manifest under-
lying phenomena like those displayed on the right-hand
side of figure 3. Their resemblance to leptonic scattering
and QED would be too striking to ignore.

Eventually, by studying the details of how energy was
apportioned among the jets, and the relative probabilities
of different angles between them, the physicists would
have deduced directly from experimental data that there
are light spin-1/2 and massless spin-1 objects lurking
beneath the appearances, and how these covert objects
couple to one another. By studying the rare 4-jet events,
they could even have learned about the coupling of the
spin-1 particles to each other. So all the basic couplings we
know in QCD might have been inferred, more or less
directly, from experiment. But there would still be one big
puzzle: Why are there jets, rather than simply particles?

The answer is profound, and rich in consequences. It
is that the strength with which gluons couple depends
radically on their energy and momentum. “Hard’’ gluons,
which carry a lot of energy and momentum, couple weak-
ly; whereas the less energetic “soft’’ gluons, couple strong-
ly. Thus, only rarely will a fast-moving colored quark or
gluon emit “radiation” (a gluon) that significantly redi-
rects the flow of energy and momentum. That explains the
collimated flows one sees in jets. On the other hand, there
can be a great deal of soft radiation, which explains the

.

FIGURE 1. THE QCD LAGRANGIAN ⇒ displayed here is, in principle, a complete description of the strong interaction. But, in
practice, it leads to equations that are notoriously hard to solve. Here m

j
and q

j
are the mass and quantum field of the quark of jth

flavor, and A is the gluon field, with spacetime indices m and n and color indices a, b, c. The numerical coefficients f and t guaran-
tee SU(3) color symmetry. Aside from the quark masses, the one coupling constant g is the only free parameter of the theory.
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beneath the appearances, and how these covert objects
couple to one another. By studying the rare 4-jet events,
they could even have learned about the coupling of the
spin-1 particles to each other. So all the basic couplings we
know in QCD might have been inferred, more or less
directly, from experiment. But there would still be one big
puzzle: Why are there jets, rather than simply particles?

The answer is profound, and rich in consequences. It
is that the strength with which gluons couple depends
radically on their energy and momentum. “Hard’’ gluons,
which carry a lot of energy and momentum, couple weak-
ly; whereas the less energetic “soft’’ gluons, couple strong-
ly. Thus, only rarely will a fast-moving colored quark or
gluon emit “radiation” (a gluon) that significantly redi-
rects the flow of energy and momentum. That explains the
collimated flows one sees in jets. On the other hand, there
can be a great deal of soft radiation, which explains the
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but is difficult to solve at low energy. 

It gets simpler at high energy (asymptotic freedom).



Nuclear Interactions 
QCD (Lagrangian) is simple is write down

its fundamental equations (figure 1). You should not nec-
essarily be too impressed by that. After all, Richard Feyn-
man showed that you could write down the Equation of
the Universe in a single line: U = 0, where U, the total
unworldliness,3 is a definite function. It’s the sum of con-
tributions from all the laws of physics:

U = UNewton + UGauss + . . . ,

where, for instance, UNewton = (F – ma)2 and UGauss =
(∇!E – r)2.

So we can capture all the laws of physics we know,
and all the laws yet to be discovered, in this one unified
equation. But it’s a complete cheat, of course, because
there is no useful algorithm for unpacking U, other than
to go back to its component parts. The equations of QCD,
displayed in figure 1, are very different from Feynman’s
satirical unification. Their complete content is out front,
and the algorithms that unpack them flow from the
unambiguous mathematics of symmetry.

A remarkable feature of QCD, which we see in figure 1,
is how few adjustable parameters the theory needs. There
is just one overall coupling constant g and six quark-mass
parameters mj for the six quark flavors. As we shall see,
the coupling strength is a relative concept; and there are
many circumstances in which the mass parameters are
not significant. For example, the heavier quarks play only
a tiny role in the structure of ordinary matter. Thus QCD
approximates the theoretical ideal: From a few purely
conceptual elements, it constructs a wealth of physical
consequences that describe nature faithfully.4

Describing reality
At first sight it appears outrageous to suggest that the
equations of figure 1 or, equivalently, the pictures in the
box, can describe the real world of the strongly interacting
particles. None of the particles that we’ve actually seen
appear in the box, and none of the particles that appear in
the box has ever been observed. In particular, we’ve never
seen particles carrying fractional electric charge, which
we nonetheless ascribe to the quarks. And certainly we
haven’t seen anything like gluons—massless particles
mediating long-range strong forces. So if QCD is to
describe the world, it must explain why quarks and glu-
ons cannot exist as isolated particles. That is the so-called
confinement problem.

Besides confinement, there is another qualitative dif-
ference between the observed reality and the fantasy
world of quarks and gluons. This difference is quite a bit
more subtle to describe, but equally fundamental. I will
not be able to do full justice to the phenomenological argu-
ments here, but I can state the essence of the problem in
its final, sanitized theoretical form. The phenomenology
indicates that if QCD is to describe the world, then the u
and d quarks must have very small masses. But if these
quarks do have very small masses, then the equations of
QCD possess some additional symmetries, called chiral
symmetries (after chiros, the Greek word for hand). These
symmetries allow separate transformations among the
right-handed quarks (spinning, in relation to their
motion, like ordinary right-handed screws) and the left-
handed quarks.

But there is no such symmetry among the observed
strongly interacting particles; they do not come in oppo-
site-parity pairs. So if QCD is to describe the real world,
the chiral symmetry must be spontaneously broken,
much as rotational symmetry is spontaneously broken in
a ferromagnet.

Clearly, it’s a big challenge to relate the beautifully

simple concepts that underlie QCD to the world of
observed phenomena. There have been three basic
approaches to meeting this challenge:
! The first approach is to take the bull by the horns and
just solve the equations. That’s not easy. It had better not
be too easy, because the solution must exhibit properties
(confinement, chiral-symmetry breaking) that are very
different from what the equations seem naively to sug-
gest, and it must describe a rich, complex phenomenology.
Fortunately, powerful modern computers have made it
possible to calculate a few of the key predictions of QCD
directly. Benchmark results are shown in figure 2, where
the calculated masses5 of an impressive range of hadrons
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QED and QCD in Pictures.

The physical content of
quantum electrodynam-

ics is summarized in the
algorithm that associates a
probability amplitude with
each of its Feynman graphs,
depicting a possible process
in spacetime. The Feynman
graphs are constructed by
linking together interaction
vertices of the type at left,
which represents a point

charged particle (lepton or quark) radiating a photon. To
get the amplitude, one multiplies together a kinematic
“propagator” factor for each line and an interaction factor
for each vertex. Reversing a line’s direction is equivalent to
replacing a particle by its antiparticle.

Quantum chromodynamics can be similarly summa-
rized, but with a more elaborate set of ingredients and ver-
tices, as shown below. Quarks (antiquarks) carry one pos-
itive (negative) unit of color charge. Linear superpositions
of the 9 possible combinations of gluon colors shown
below form an SU(3) octet of 8 physical gluon types.

A qualitatively new feature of QCD is that there are
vertices describing direct interactions of color gluons with
one another. Photons, by contrast, couple only to electric
charge, of which they carry none themselves.
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are compared with their measured values. The agreement
is encouraging.

Such calculations clearly demonstrate that confine-
ment and chiral-symmetry breaking are consequences of
solving the equations of QCD. The calculations show us no
massless gluons, nor any fractionally charged particles,
nor the enlarged multiplets that would indicate unbroken
chiral symmetry. Just the observed particles, with the
right properties—neither more nor less.

While these and other massive numerical calcula-
tions give impressive and useful results, they are not the
end of all desire. There are many physically interesting
questions about QCD for which the known numerical
techniques become impractical. Also, it is not entirely sat-
isfying to have our computers acting as oracles, delivering
answers without explanations.
! The second approach is to give up on solving QCD
itself, and to focus instead on models that are simpler to
deal with, but still bear some significant resemblance to
the real thing. Theorists have studied, for example, QCD-
like models in fewer dimensions, or models incorporating
supersymmetry or different gauge groups, and several
other simplified variants. Many edifying insights have
been obtained in this way. By their nature, however, such
modelistic insights are not suited to hard-nosed con-
frontation with physical reality.
! The third approach, which is the subject of the rest of
this article, is to consider physical circumstances in which
the equations somehow become simpler.

Extreme virtuality
The most fundamental simplification of QCD is illustrat-
ed in figure 3. There we see, on the left, the jet-like
appearance of  collision events in which strongly interact-
ing particles (hadrons) are produced in electron–positron
annihilations at high energy. One finds many particles in
the final state, but most of them are clearly organized into
a few collimated “jets” of particles that share a common

direction.6 In about 90% of these hardron-producing
events, there are just two jets, emerging in opposite direc-
tions. Occasionally—in about 9% of the hadronic final
states—one sees three jets.

Compare those multiparticle hadronic events to colli-
sions in which leptons, say muons, are produced. In that
case, about 99% of the time one observes simply a muon
and an antimuon, emerging in opposite directions. But
occasionally—in about 1% of the muonic final states—a
photon is emitted as well.

If history had happened in a different order, the
observation of jet-like hadronic final states would surely
have led physicists to propose that they manifest under-
lying phenomena like those displayed on the right-hand
side of figure 3. Their resemblance to leptonic scattering
and QED would be too striking to ignore.

Eventually, by studying the details of how energy was
apportioned among the jets, and the relative probabilities
of different angles between them, the physicists would
have deduced directly from experimental data that there
are light spin-1/2 and massless spin-1 objects lurking
beneath the appearances, and how these covert objects
couple to one another. By studying the rare 4-jet events,
they could even have learned about the coupling of the
spin-1 particles to each other. So all the basic couplings we
know in QCD might have been inferred, more or less
directly, from experiment. But there would still be one big
puzzle: Why are there jets, rather than simply particles?

The answer is profound, and rich in consequences. It
is that the strength with which gluons couple depends
radically on their energy and momentum. “Hard’’ gluons,
which carry a lot of energy and momentum, couple weak-
ly; whereas the less energetic “soft’’ gluons, couple strong-
ly. Thus, only rarely will a fast-moving colored quark or
gluon emit “radiation” (a gluon) that significantly redi-
rects the flow of energy and momentum. That explains the
collimated flows one sees in jets. On the other hand, there
can be a great deal of soft radiation, which explains the

.

FIGURE 1. THE QCD LAGRANGIAN ⇒ displayed here is, in principle, a complete description of the strong interaction. But, in
practice, it leads to equations that are notoriously hard to solve. Here m

j
and q

j
are the mass and quantum field of the quark of jth

flavor, and A is the gluon field, with spacetime indices m and n and color indices a, b, c. The numerical coefficients f and t guaran-
tee SU(3) color symmetry. Aside from the quark masses, the one coupling constant g is the only free parameter of the theory.
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but is difficult to solve at low energy. 
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mess, we invoke a procedure that is often useful in theo-
retical physics. I call it the Jesuit Stratagem, inspired by
what I’m told is a credal tenet of the Order: “It is more
blessed to ask forgiveness than permission.’’ The strata-
gem tells you to make clear-cut simplifying assumptions,
work out their consequences, and check to see that you
don’t run into contradictions.

In this spirit we tentatively assume that we can
describe high-temperature QCD starting with free quarks
and gluons. In an ideal (noninteracting) gas of quarks,
antiquarks, and gluons at high temperature, most of the
energy and pressure will be contributed by particles with
large energy and momentum. How do interactions affect
these particles? Well, significantly deflecting such a parti-
cle requires an interaction with large momentum transfer.
But such interactions are rare because, as asymptotic
freedom tells us, they are governed by rather weak cou-
pling. So interactions do not really invalidate the overall
picture. To put it another way, if we treat the hadron jets
generated by quarks, antiquarks, or gluons as quasiparti-
cles “dressed” in hadronic garb, then we have a nearly
ideal gas of quasiparticles. So it seems that ignoring the
interactions was a valid starting point. The stratagem has
succeeded.

Remarkably, the thermodynamic behavior of QCD as
a function of temperature is another one of those things
that can be calculated directly from the equations, using
powerful computers.10 Figure 6 shows the qualitative
expectations dramatically vindicated. At “low” tempera-
tures ( ! 150 MeV or 1.5 × 1012 K), the only important

particles are the spinless pi mesons: p +, p –, and p 0. They
represent 3 degrees of freedom. But from a quark–gluon
description we come to expect many more degrees of free-
dom, because there are 3 flavors of light spin-1/2 quarks,
each of which comes in 3 colors. If you then include 2 spin
orientations, antiquarks, and 8 gluons, each with 2 polar-
ization states, you end up with 52 degrees of freedom in
place of the 3 for pions. So we predict a vast increase in
the energy density, at a given temperature, as you go from
a hadron gas to a quark–gluon plasma. And that is what
the calculations displayed in figure 6 show.

What about real experiments? Unfortunately our
only access to the quark–gluon plasma is through the pro-
duction of tiny, short-lived nuclear fireballs, of which we
detect only the debris. Interpreting the data requires com-
plicated modeling. In the quest for evidence of the
quark–gluon plasma, there are two levels to which one
might aspire. At the first level, one might hope to observe
phenomena that are very difficult to interpret from a
hadronic perspective but have a simple qualitative expla-
nation based on quarks and gluons. Several such effects
have been observed by the CERN heavy-ion program in
recent years.11 But there is a second, more rigorous level
that remains a challenge for the future. Using fundamen-
tal aspects of QCD theory, similar to those I discussed in
connection with jets, one can make quantitative predic-
tions for the emission of various kinds of “hard” radiation
from a quark–gluon plasma. We will not have done justice
to the concept of a weakly interacting plasma of quarks
and gluons until some of these predictions are confirmed
by experiment.

High density QCD
The behavior of QCD at large net baryon density (and low
temperature) is also of obvious interest. It answers yet
another childlike question: What will happen when you
keep squeezing things harder and harder? It is also inter-
esting for the description of neutron star interiors. But
perhaps the most interesting and surprising thing about
QCD at high density is that, by thinking about it, one dis-
covers a fruitful new perspective on the traditional prob-
lems of confinement and chiral-symmetry breaking.

Why might we hope that QCD simplifies in the limit
of large density? Again we use the Jesuit Stratagem.
Assume we can neglect interactions. Then, to start with,
we’ll have large Fermi surfaces for all the quarks. (The
Fermi surface bounds the smallest momentum-space vol-
ume into which you can pack all those fermions, even at
zero temperature.) This means that the active degrees of
freedom—the excitations of quarks near the Fermi sur-
face—have large energy and momentum. And so we might
be tempted to make essentially the same argument we
used for the high-temperature, low-density regime and
declare victory once again.

On further reflection, however, we find this argument
too facile. For one thing, it doesn’t touch the gluons, which
are, after all, spin-1 bosons. So they are in no way con-
strained by the Pauli exclusion principle, which blocks the
excitation of low-momentum quarks. The low-momentum
gluons interact strongly, and because they were the main
problem all along, it is not obvious that going to high den-
sity really simplifies things very much.

A second difficulty appears when we recall that the
Fermi surfaces of many condensed-matter systems at low
temperature are susceptible to a pairing instability that
drastically changes their physical properties. This phe-
nomenon underlies both superconductivity and the super-
fluidity of helium-3. It arises whenever there is an effec-
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FIGURE 4. THE RUNNING COUPLING “CONSTANT” as for the
strong interaction is predicted by QCD to decrease with
increasing energy and momentum. That’s asymptotic freedom.
The red curve is the predicted dependence of a

s
on Q, the mag-

nitude of the four-momentum transfer at a QCD vertex. An
empirical input is the measured coupling of a quark pair to a
virtual gluon at the Z boson mass; the orange swath reflects its
uncertainty. The theory yields excellent agreement with a
great variety of experiments,14 shown by the data points and
labels. The open points are results based on the general shapes
of many-particle final states in momentum space.

It gets simpler at high energy (asymptotic freedom).



Nuclear Interactions 
QCD (Lagrangian) is simple is write down

its fundamental equations (figure 1). You should not nec-
essarily be too impressed by that. After all, Richard Feyn-
man showed that you could write down the Equation of
the Universe in a single line: U = 0, where U, the total
unworldliness,3 is a definite function. It’s the sum of con-
tributions from all the laws of physics:

U = UNewton + UGauss + . . . ,

where, for instance, UNewton = (F – ma)2 and UGauss =
(∇!E – r)2.

So we can capture all the laws of physics we know,
and all the laws yet to be discovered, in this one unified
equation. But it’s a complete cheat, of course, because
there is no useful algorithm for unpacking U, other than
to go back to its component parts. The equations of QCD,
displayed in figure 1, are very different from Feynman’s
satirical unification. Their complete content is out front,
and the algorithms that unpack them flow from the
unambiguous mathematics of symmetry.

A remarkable feature of QCD, which we see in figure 1,
is how few adjustable parameters the theory needs. There
is just one overall coupling constant g and six quark-mass
parameters mj for the six quark flavors. As we shall see,
the coupling strength is a relative concept; and there are
many circumstances in which the mass parameters are
not significant. For example, the heavier quarks play only
a tiny role in the structure of ordinary matter. Thus QCD
approximates the theoretical ideal: From a few purely
conceptual elements, it constructs a wealth of physical
consequences that describe nature faithfully.4

Describing reality
At first sight it appears outrageous to suggest that the
equations of figure 1 or, equivalently, the pictures in the
box, can describe the real world of the strongly interacting
particles. None of the particles that we’ve actually seen
appear in the box, and none of the particles that appear in
the box has ever been observed. In particular, we’ve never
seen particles carrying fractional electric charge, which
we nonetheless ascribe to the quarks. And certainly we
haven’t seen anything like gluons—massless particles
mediating long-range strong forces. So if QCD is to
describe the world, it must explain why quarks and glu-
ons cannot exist as isolated particles. That is the so-called
confinement problem.

Besides confinement, there is another qualitative dif-
ference between the observed reality and the fantasy
world of quarks and gluons. This difference is quite a bit
more subtle to describe, but equally fundamental. I will
not be able to do full justice to the phenomenological argu-
ments here, but I can state the essence of the problem in
its final, sanitized theoretical form. The phenomenology
indicates that if QCD is to describe the world, then the u
and d quarks must have very small masses. But if these
quarks do have very small masses, then the equations of
QCD possess some additional symmetries, called chiral
symmetries (after chiros, the Greek word for hand). These
symmetries allow separate transformations among the
right-handed quarks (spinning, in relation to their
motion, like ordinary right-handed screws) and the left-
handed quarks.

But there is no such symmetry among the observed
strongly interacting particles; they do not come in oppo-
site-parity pairs. So if QCD is to describe the real world,
the chiral symmetry must be spontaneously broken,
much as rotational symmetry is spontaneously broken in
a ferromagnet.

Clearly, it’s a big challenge to relate the beautifully

simple concepts that underlie QCD to the world of
observed phenomena. There have been three basic
approaches to meeting this challenge:
! The first approach is to take the bull by the horns and
just solve the equations. That’s not easy. It had better not
be too easy, because the solution must exhibit properties
(confinement, chiral-symmetry breaking) that are very
different from what the equations seem naively to sug-
gest, and it must describe a rich, complex phenomenology.
Fortunately, powerful modern computers have made it
possible to calculate a few of the key predictions of QCD
directly. Benchmark results are shown in figure 2, where
the calculated masses5 of an impressive range of hadrons
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QED and QCD in Pictures.

The physical content of
quantum electrodynam-

ics is summarized in the
algorithm that associates a
probability amplitude with
each of its Feynman graphs,
depicting a possible process
in spacetime. The Feynman
graphs are constructed by
linking together interaction
vertices of the type at left,
which represents a point

charged particle (lepton or quark) radiating a photon. To
get the amplitude, one multiplies together a kinematic
“propagator” factor for each line and an interaction factor
for each vertex. Reversing a line’s direction is equivalent to
replacing a particle by its antiparticle.

Quantum chromodynamics can be similarly summa-
rized, but with a more elaborate set of ingredients and ver-
tices, as shown below. Quarks (antiquarks) carry one pos-
itive (negative) unit of color charge. Linear superpositions
of the 9 possible combinations of gluon colors shown
below form an SU(3) octet of 8 physical gluon types.

A qualitatively new feature of QCD is that there are
vertices describing direct interactions of color gluons with
one another. Photons, by contrast, couple only to electric
charge, of which they carry none themselves.
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indicates that if QCD is to describe the world, then the u
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quarks do have very small masses, then the equations of
QCD possess some additional symmetries, called chiral
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symmetries allow separate transformations among the
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But there is no such symmetry among the observed
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Clearly, it’s a big challenge to relate the beautifully
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are compared with their measured values. The agreement
is encouraging.

Such calculations clearly demonstrate that confine-
ment and chiral-symmetry breaking are consequences of
solving the equations of QCD. The calculations show us no
massless gluons, nor any fractionally charged particles,
nor the enlarged multiplets that would indicate unbroken
chiral symmetry. Just the observed particles, with the
right properties—neither more nor less.

While these and other massive numerical calcula-
tions give impressive and useful results, they are not the
end of all desire. There are many physically interesting
questions about QCD for which the known numerical
techniques become impractical. Also, it is not entirely sat-
isfying to have our computers acting as oracles, delivering
answers without explanations.
! The second approach is to give up on solving QCD
itself, and to focus instead on models that are simpler to
deal with, but still bear some significant resemblance to
the real thing. Theorists have studied, for example, QCD-
like models in fewer dimensions, or models incorporating
supersymmetry or different gauge groups, and several
other simplified variants. Many edifying insights have
been obtained in this way. By their nature, however, such
modelistic insights are not suited to hard-nosed con-
frontation with physical reality.
! The third approach, which is the subject of the rest of
this article, is to consider physical circumstances in which
the equations somehow become simpler.

Extreme virtuality
The most fundamental simplification of QCD is illustrat-
ed in figure 3. There we see, on the left, the jet-like
appearance of  collision events in which strongly interact-
ing particles (hadrons) are produced in electron–positron
annihilations at high energy. One finds many particles in
the final state, but most of them are clearly organized into
a few collimated “jets” of particles that share a common

direction.6 In about 90% of these hardron-producing
events, there are just two jets, emerging in opposite direc-
tions. Occasionally—in about 9% of the hadronic final
states—one sees three jets.

Compare those multiparticle hadronic events to colli-
sions in which leptons, say muons, are produced. In that
case, about 99% of the time one observes simply a muon
and an antimuon, emerging in opposite directions. But
occasionally—in about 1% of the muonic final states—a
photon is emitted as well.

If history had happened in a different order, the
observation of jet-like hadronic final states would surely
have led physicists to propose that they manifest under-
lying phenomena like those displayed on the right-hand
side of figure 3. Their resemblance to leptonic scattering
and QED would be too striking to ignore.

Eventually, by studying the details of how energy was
apportioned among the jets, and the relative probabilities
of different angles between them, the physicists would
have deduced directly from experimental data that there
are light spin-1/2 and massless spin-1 objects lurking
beneath the appearances, and how these covert objects
couple to one another. By studying the rare 4-jet events,
they could even have learned about the coupling of the
spin-1 particles to each other. So all the basic couplings we
know in QCD might have been inferred, more or less
directly, from experiment. But there would still be one big
puzzle: Why are there jets, rather than simply particles?

The answer is profound, and rich in consequences. It
is that the strength with which gluons couple depends
radically on their energy and momentum. “Hard’’ gluons,
which carry a lot of energy and momentum, couple weak-
ly; whereas the less energetic “soft’’ gluons, couple strong-
ly. Thus, only rarely will a fast-moving colored quark or
gluon emit “radiation” (a gluon) that significantly redi-
rects the flow of energy and momentum. That explains the
collimated flows one sees in jets. On the other hand, there
can be a great deal of soft radiation, which explains the

.

FIGURE 1. THE QCD LAGRANGIAN ⇒ displayed here is, in principle, a complete description of the strong interaction. But, in
practice, it leads to equations that are notoriously hard to solve. Here m

j
and q

j
are the mass and quantum field of the quark of jth

flavor, and A is the gluon field, with spacetime indices m and n and color indices a, b, c. The numerical coefficients f and t guaran-
tee SU(3) color symmetry. Aside from the quark masses, the one coupling constant g is the only free parameter of the theory.
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but is difficult to solve at low energy. 
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mess, we invoke a procedure that is often useful in theo-
retical physics. I call it the Jesuit Stratagem, inspired by
what I’m told is a credal tenet of the Order: “It is more
blessed to ask forgiveness than permission.’’ The strata-
gem tells you to make clear-cut simplifying assumptions,
work out their consequences, and check to see that you
don’t run into contradictions.

In this spirit we tentatively assume that we can
describe high-temperature QCD starting with free quarks
and gluons. In an ideal (noninteracting) gas of quarks,
antiquarks, and gluons at high temperature, most of the
energy and pressure will be contributed by particles with
large energy and momentum. How do interactions affect
these particles? Well, significantly deflecting such a parti-
cle requires an interaction with large momentum transfer.
But such interactions are rare because, as asymptotic
freedom tells us, they are governed by rather weak cou-
pling. So interactions do not really invalidate the overall
picture. To put it another way, if we treat the hadron jets
generated by quarks, antiquarks, or gluons as quasiparti-
cles “dressed” in hadronic garb, then we have a nearly
ideal gas of quasiparticles. So it seems that ignoring the
interactions was a valid starting point. The stratagem has
succeeded.

Remarkably, the thermodynamic behavior of QCD as
a function of temperature is another one of those things
that can be calculated directly from the equations, using
powerful computers.10 Figure 6 shows the qualitative
expectations dramatically vindicated. At “low” tempera-
tures ( ! 150 MeV or 1.5 × 1012 K), the only important

particles are the spinless pi mesons: p +, p –, and p 0. They
represent 3 degrees of freedom. But from a quark–gluon
description we come to expect many more degrees of free-
dom, because there are 3 flavors of light spin-1/2 quarks,
each of which comes in 3 colors. If you then include 2 spin
orientations, antiquarks, and 8 gluons, each with 2 polar-
ization states, you end up with 52 degrees of freedom in
place of the 3 for pions. So we predict a vast increase in
the energy density, at a given temperature, as you go from
a hadron gas to a quark–gluon plasma. And that is what
the calculations displayed in figure 6 show.

What about real experiments? Unfortunately our
only access to the quark–gluon plasma is through the pro-
duction of tiny, short-lived nuclear fireballs, of which we
detect only the debris. Interpreting the data requires com-
plicated modeling. In the quest for evidence of the
quark–gluon plasma, there are two levels to which one
might aspire. At the first level, one might hope to observe
phenomena that are very difficult to interpret from a
hadronic perspective but have a simple qualitative expla-
nation based on quarks and gluons. Several such effects
have been observed by the CERN heavy-ion program in
recent years.11 But there is a second, more rigorous level
that remains a challenge for the future. Using fundamen-
tal aspects of QCD theory, similar to those I discussed in
connection with jets, one can make quantitative predic-
tions for the emission of various kinds of “hard” radiation
from a quark–gluon plasma. We will not have done justice
to the concept of a weakly interacting plasma of quarks
and gluons until some of these predictions are confirmed
by experiment.

High density QCD
The behavior of QCD at large net baryon density (and low
temperature) is also of obvious interest. It answers yet
another childlike question: What will happen when you
keep squeezing things harder and harder? It is also inter-
esting for the description of neutron star interiors. But
perhaps the most interesting and surprising thing about
QCD at high density is that, by thinking about it, one dis-
covers a fruitful new perspective on the traditional prob-
lems of confinement and chiral-symmetry breaking.

Why might we hope that QCD simplifies in the limit
of large density? Again we use the Jesuit Stratagem.
Assume we can neglect interactions. Then, to start with,
we’ll have large Fermi surfaces for all the quarks. (The
Fermi surface bounds the smallest momentum-space vol-
ume into which you can pack all those fermions, even at
zero temperature.) This means that the active degrees of
freedom—the excitations of quarks near the Fermi sur-
face—have large energy and momentum. And so we might
be tempted to make essentially the same argument we
used for the high-temperature, low-density regime and
declare victory once again.

On further reflection, however, we find this argument
too facile. For one thing, it doesn’t touch the gluons, which
are, after all, spin-1 bosons. So they are in no way con-
strained by the Pauli exclusion principle, which blocks the
excitation of low-momentum quarks. The low-momentum
gluons interact strongly, and because they were the main
problem all along, it is not obvious that going to high den-
sity really simplifies things very much.

A second difficulty appears when we recall that the
Fermi surfaces of many condensed-matter systems at low
temperature are susceptible to a pairing instability that
drastically changes their physical properties. This phe-
nomenon underlies both superconductivity and the super-
fluidity of helium-3. It arises whenever there is an effec-
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FIGURE 4. THE RUNNING COUPLING “CONSTANT” as for the
strong interaction is predicted by QCD to decrease with
increasing energy and momentum. That’s asymptotic freedom.
The red curve is the predicted dependence of a

s
on Q, the mag-

nitude of the four-momentum transfer at a QCD vertex. An
empirical input is the measured coupling of a quark pair to a
virtual gluon at the Z boson mass; the orange swath reflects its
uncertainty. The theory yields excellent agreement with a
great variety of experiments,14 shown by the data points and
labels. The open points are results based on the general shapes
of many-particle final states in momentum space.

The low energy QCD vacuum is non-
perturbative:  

•It confines quarks to color singlet states.  

•Spontaneously breaks chiral symmetry.   

It gets simpler at high energy (asymptotic freedom).



Nuclear Interactions 

•Baryons and mesons are the relevant low energy degrees of freedom at low 
energy. Interactions between them are strong, complex, and short-range.   

•Pions are special. They are the Goldstone bosons associated with chiral symmetry 
breaking and provide the longest range force between nucleons.   

•Other mesons are significantly heavier. It is not very useful to single them out as 
mediators of the strong interaction between composite color singlet states.  

•How then can we write down a theory of strong interactions between nucleons at 
low energy ? 

Potential Models Effective Field Theories (EFT) 
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Potential depends on spin and iso-spin.  

It has a tensor component:  

It is singular:      V (r ! 0) ⇡ 1

r3

S12 = 3(�1 · r̂1) (�2 · r̂2)� �1 · �2



Nuclear Forces at Short Distances

They are essential even at low 
energy.  

Are constrained by nucleon-
nucleon scattering data (phase 
shifts).    

Models favor strong repulsion. 
(hard-core) 

Range of these forces is 
comparable to the intrinsic size 
of the nucleon.    
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A Realistic Potential Model

Vij =
X

p

vp(rij) O
p
ij

Intricate spin, isospin and 
tensor structure.



Potential is Neither Unique Nor Observable (in QM)
Potential Models: Relies on a set of (reasonable) assumptions about the short 
distance behavior to solve the Schrödinger equation and fit observables.  

Effective Field Theory: Relies on a separation of scales to Taylor expand potential in 
powers of momenta or inverse radial separation.   Coefficients of the expansion are 
determined  by fitting to observables.   
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When several heavy particles may be exchanged, or when the underlying 
mechanism is unknown, the general expansion is    

Vshort(q) = C0 + C2
q2

⇤2
+ . . .



Nucleons are composite with internal excitations
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2N Force 3N Force 4N Force

LO

(Q/��)0

NLO

(Q/��)2

NNLO

(Q/��)3

N3LO
(Q/��)4

Figure 1: Hierarchy of nuclear forces in ChPT. Solid lines represent nucleons and dashed lines pions. Small dots, large solid
dots, solid squares, and solid diamonds denote vertices of index � = 0, 1, 2, and 4, respectively. Further explanations are
given in the text.

The reason why we talk of a hierarchy of nuclear forces is that two- and many-nucleon forces are created
on an equal footing and emerge in increasing number as we go to higher and higher orders. At NNLO, the
first set of nonvanishing three-nucleon forces (3NF) occur [70, 71], cf. column ‘3N Force’ of Fig. 1. In fact, at
the previous order, NLO, irreducible 3N graphs appear already, however, it has been shown by Weinberg [52]
and others [70, 127, 128] that these diagrams all cancel. Since nonvanishing 3NF contributions happen first
at order (Q/��)3, they are very weak as compared to 2NF which start at (Q/��)0.

More 2PE is produced at � = 4, next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order (N3LO), of which we show only
a few symbolic diagrams in Fig. 1. Two-loop 2PE graphs show up for the first time and so does three-pion
exchange (3PE) which necessarily involves two loops. 3PE was found to be negligible at this order [57, 58].
Most importantly, 15 new contact terms � Q4 arise and are represented by the four-nucleon-leg graph with
a solid diamond. They include a quadratic spin-orbit term and contribute up to D-waves. Mainly due to
the increased number of contact terms, a quantitative description of the two-nucleon interaction up to about
300 MeV lab. energy is possible, at N3LO (for details, see below). Besides further 3NF, four-nucleon forces
(4NF) start at this order. Since the leading 4NF come into existence one order higher than the leading 3NF,
4NF are weaker than 3NF. Thus, ChPT provides a straightforward explanation for the empirically known
fact that 2NF ⇥ 3NF ⇥ 4NF . . . .

4. Two-nucleon interactions

The last section was just an overview. In this section, we will fill in all the details involved in the ChPT
development of the NN interaction; and 3NF and 4NF will be discussed in Section 5. We start by talking
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Chiral EFT

Systematic approach to low energy 
nuclear interactions.  

Expectation is that the expansion 
will remain valid up to 1-2 times  
nuclear saturation density. 

Consistent treatment of two, three 
and many-body forces.   

Weinberg (1990), Ordonez, Ray, van Kolck (1996), Kaplan, Savage, Wise (1996),  Epelbaum, Meissner, Gloeckle (1999), Machleidt (2001)  … 



Effective Field Theory: Error Estimation 

2N LO

N LO3

NLO

LO

3N force 4N force2N force

)LJXUH ��� 'LDJUDPV WKDW JLYH ULVH WR QXFOHDU IRUFHV LQ &K()7 EDVHG RQ :HLQEHUJ¶V SRZHU FRXQWLQJ�
6ROLG DQG GDVKHG OLQHV GHQRWH QXFOHRQV DQG SLRQV� UHVSHFWLYHO\� 6ROLG GRWHV� ILOOHG FLUFOHV DQG ILOOHG
VTXDUHV DQG FURVVHG VTXDUHV UHIHU WR YHUWLFHV ZLWK ∆i = 0, 1, 2 DQG 4� UHVSHFWLYHO\�

7KH TXDQWLW\ κi ZKLFK HQWHUV WKLV H[SUHVVLRQ LV QRWKLQJ EXW WKH FDQRQLFDO ILHOG GLPHQVLRQ RI D YHUWH[ RI
W\SH i �XS WR WKH DGGLWLRQDO FRQVWDQW −4� DQG JLYHV WKH LQYHUVH PDVV GLPHQVLRQ RI WKH FRUUHVSRQGLQJ
FRXSOLQJ FRQVWDQW� ,Q IDFW� WKLV UHVXOW FDQ EH REWDLQHG LPPHGLDWHO\ E\ FRXQWLQJ LQYHUVH SRZHUV RI WKH
KDUG VFDOH Λχ UDWKHU WKDQ SRZHUV RI WKH VRIW VFDOH Q �ZKLFK LV� RI FRXUVH� FRPSOHWHO\ HTXLYDOHQW��
,QGHHG� VLQFH WKH RQO\ ZD\ IRU WKH KDUG VFDOH WR EH JHQHUDWHG LV WKURXJK WKH SK\VLFV EHKLQG WKH /(&V�
WKH SRZHU ν LV MXVW WKH QHJDWLYH RI WKH RYHUDOO PDVV GLPHQVLRQ RI DOO /(&V� 7KH DGGLWLRQDO IDFWRU −2
LQ (T� ������� LV D FRQYHQWLRQ WR HQVXUH WKDW WKH FRQWULEXWLRQV WR WKH QXFOHDU IRUFH VWDUW DW ν = 0�
, HQFRXUDJH WKH UHDGHU WR YHULI\ WKH HTXLYDOHQFH RI (TV� ������� DQG ������� IRU VSHFLILF GLDJUDPV�
2QH LPPHGLDWHO\ UHDGV RII IURP (T� ������� WKDW LQ RUGHU IRU SHUWXUEDWLRQ WKHRU\ WR ZRUN� WKH HIIHFWLYH
/DJUDQJLDQ PXVW FRQWDLQ QR UHQRUPDOL]DEOH DQG VXSHU�UHQRUPDOL]DEOH LQWHUDFWLRQV ZLWK κi = 0 DQG
κi < 0� UHVSHFWLYHO\� VLQFH RWKHUZLVH DGGLQJ QHZ YHUWLFHV ZRXOG QRW LQFUHDVH RU HYHQ ORZHU WKH FKLUDO
GLPHQVLRQ ν� 7KLV IHDWXUH LV JXDUDQWHHG E\ WKH VSRQWDQHRXVO\ EURNHQ FKLUDO V\PPHWU\ RI 4&' ZKLFK
HQVXUHV WKDW RQO\ QRQ�UHQRUPDOL]DEOH LQWHUDFWLRQV HQWHU WKH HIIHFWLYH /DJUDQJLDQ�
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��

Organizes the nuclear Hamiltonian in powers of the momentum:

Beane, Bedaque, Epelbaum, Kaplan, Machliedt, Meisner, Phillips, Savage, van Klock, Weinberg, Wise .. 

Q

⇤B

Allows for error estimation. Provides guidance for the structure of three and many-body forces.

LO

NLO

N2LO

N3LO

Observable



Ground State Energy

E(⇢n, ⇢p) : Energy per particle

two-body nucleon-
nucleon potential is well 
constrained by scattering 
data. 

three-neutron potential is 
constrained  by light 
nuclei. 

Quantum  Many-Body 

Theory: 

Quantum Monte Carlo

Diagrammatic Methods 


(perturbation theory) 



Diagrammatic Methods 

G G G

nucleon-nucleon interaction

Sum certain classes of Feynman 
diagrams  to capture non-perturbative 
aspects.   

Eg. Bruckner or G-matrix Theory:



Quantum Monte Carlo

Variational Monte Carlo:

Greens Function Monte Carlo:

• Evolve particle coordinates.
• MC kinetic terms. 
• Explicitly compute potential.  

Fermion sign problem - limits  GFMC 



Equation of State of Neutron Matter 

Akmal & Pandharipande 1998, Hebeler and Schwenk 2009, Gandolfi, Carlson, Reddy 2010, Tews, Kruger, Hebeler, Schwenk (2013), 
Holt Kaiser, Weise (2013), Roggero, Mukherjee, Pederiva (2014), Wlazlowski, Holt, Moroz, Bulgac, Roche (2014), Tews et al. (2018) 
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Figure 2. The neutron-matter EOSs used in this work. We show the AFDMC results for local chiral
Hamiltonians with three di↵erent 3N short-range operators: TPE-only (green middle band), TPE+VE,

(red upper band), and TPE+VE,⌧ (blue lower band), see Lynn et al. (2016) for details. As comparison, we
also show results for the phenomenological AV8’+UIX interactions (black line), as well as LO (dashed line)
and NLO (dashed-dotted line) results for the local chiral interactions of Gezerlis et al. (2014) with R0 = 1.0
fm and for AV8’ (dotted line).

which can be obtained from chiral e↵ective field theory (EFT) at low-density (see, for instance, Epel-
baum et al. (2009) and Machleidt & Entem (2011)). Chiral EFT is a systematic framework for
low-energy hadronic interactions, that naturally includes both two-body and many-body forces and
allows for systematic uncertainty estimates. It has been successfully used to calculate nuclei and
nuclear matter, see for instance Hebeler et al. (2015) and references therein.

In this paper, we extend the AFDMC calculations of PNM of Lynn et al. (2016) with recently
developed local chiral N2LO interactions including two- and three-body forces of Gezerlis et al.
(2013), Gezerlis et al. (2014), and Tews et al. (2016) to higher densities. We find that, despite the
rapid increase of the error estimates, EFT-based interactions remain useful up to n = 0.32 fm�3

and our results for the energy per particle in neutron-matter is shown in Figure 2. We plot the
results for local chiral interactions at LO, NLO, and N2LO with three di↵erent 3N interactions
defined in Lynn et al. (2016): 3N interactions with only the two-pion exchange (TPE-only), and
3N interactions containing the TPE plus shorter-range contact terms with two di↵erent spin-isospin
operators (TPE+VE, and TPE+VE,⌧ ), see Lynn et al. (2016) for details. The uncertainty bands
for the individual N2LO interactions are obtained as suggested by Epelbaum et al. (2015), i.e., the

Tews et al. (2018)Reliable calculations of neutron matter are 
now possible using QMC and EFT inspired 
Hamiltonians.  

Order-by-order convergence is good at 
n=0.16 fm-3 and reasonable at n=0.32 fm-3.

n=0.16 fm-3 n=0.32 fm-3

Energy (MeV)

Pressure (MeV/fm-3)

15 ± 3 30 ± 15 

2.5 ± 1 13 ± 5 



Equation of State and Neutron Star Structure 
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Equation of State and Neutron Star Structure 

P (") + Gen.Rel. = M(R)

P (")

"

M(R)

R

A small radius and large maximum mass implies a rapid 
transition from low pressure to high pressure with density. 
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Dense matter EOS and NS  structure

Neutron matter calculations and a 
sound speed at higher density 
constrained by 2 solar mass NS and 
causality provide useful constraints on 
the NS properties. 

R1.4 = 9.5 - 12.5 km 
          
Mmax  = 2.0 - 2.5 Msolar

Tews, Gandolfi, Carlson, Reddy (2018), Tews, Margueron, Reddy (2018) 
Hebeler, Schwenk, Lattimer and Pethick (2010,2013) and Carlson, Gandolfi, Reddy (2012)
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Figure 8. Histograms for c2S(n), the mass-radius relation, and the EOS for all the accepted parameter sets
for the local chiral N2LO interactions of Figure 3 and ntr,1 (upper panels) and ntr,2 (lower panels). For the
c2S(n) histogram we terminate each parametrization at its maximal central density. The orange lines are the
corresponding contours for the polytropic expansion of Hebeler et al. (2013). For the mass-radius curve, we
also show the average radius for each mass (solid line) as well as 68% confidence intervals (dashed lines).

We find that the speed of sound increases rapidly in a small density range above ntr. This increase
is more drastic for softer nuclear interactions. For sti↵er interactions, cS increases slowly and peaks at
higher densities. In all cases, for a large fraction of parametrizations, the speed of sound increases to
values around cS ⇡ 0.9. For the smaller transition density, there exist parametrizations that observe
the conformal limit at all densities, while for the higher transition density all parametrizations violate
this bound, consistent with our previous findings.

For the mass-radius relation, we find a rather broad radius distribution at lower transition densities,
that narrows with increasing transition density. This highlights the fact that PNM calculations at
densities ⇠ 2n0 provide valuable information despite sizable uncertainties. We highlight this fact in
Figure 10 where we show the radius of a typical 1.4 M� NS as a function of ntr for the chiral EFT
interactions. At ntr,1, we find a radius range of 9.4� 14.0 km (10.0� 14.1 km) with a 68% confidence
interval of 12.0 ± 1.0 km (12.3 ± 0.9 km) for the TPE-only (TPE+VE, ) interaction. This range
reduces to 9.4 � 11.8 km (10.2 � 12.3 km) with a 68% confidence interval of 10.7 ± 0.5 km (11.5+0.3

�0.4

km) for ntr,2.
For the phenomenological interaction the mass-radius relation is much narrower than for the chiral

interactions because the EOS is much sti↵er and uncertainties associated with the interaction are

   2n0

n0



Neutron Star Structure: Observations
2 M⦿ neutron stars exist.
PSR J1614-2230: M=1.93(2) 
Demorest et al.  (2010)
PSR J0348+0432: M=2.01(4) M⦿ 
Anthoniadis  et al. (2013)
MSP J0740+6620: M=2.17(10) M⦿ 
Cromartie et al. (2019)
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Neutron Star Structure: Observations

ω

Figure 4

The combined constraints at the 68% confidence level over the neutron star mass and radius obtained from
(Left) all neutron stars in low-mass X-ray binaries during quiescence (Right) all neutron stars with
thermonuclear bursts. The light grey lines show mass-relations corresponding to a few representative
equations of state (see Section 4.1 and Fig. 7 for detailed descriptions.)

(Guillot et al. 2013; Guillot & Rutledge 2014; Lattimer & Steiner 2014; Özel et al. 2015). The most

recent results are displayed as correlated contours on the neutron-star mass-radius diagram4 (see
Fig. 4).

Several sources of systematic uncertainties that can affect the radius measurements have been

studied, which we discuss in some detail below.

Atmospheric Composition. The majority of qLMXBs for which optical spectra have been ob-
tained show evidence for Hα emission (Heinke et al. 2014), indicating a hydrogen rich companion.

Although none of these spectra have been obtained for globular cluster qLMXBs, assuming that
sources in globular clusters have similar companions to those in the field led to the use of hydrogen

atmospheres when modeling quiescent spectra. There is one source among the six that have been

analyzed in detail, for which there is evidence to the contrary. There is only an upper limit on the
Hα emission from the qLMXB in NGC 6397 using HST observations (Heinke et al. 2014). Because

of this, this source has been modeled with a helium atmosphere and the corresponding results are

displayed in Fig. 4.

Non-thermal Component. Assuming different spectral indices in modeling the none-thermal

spectral component also has a small effect on the inferred radii (Heinke et al. 2014). The low

counts in the spectra do not allow an accurate measurement of this parameter; however, a range of
values have been explored in fitting the data.

Interstellar Extinction. Because of the low temperature of the surface emission from qLMXBs,

the uncertainty in the interstellar extinction has a non-negligible effect on the spectral analyses. Dif-
ferent amounts of interstellar extinction have been assumed in different studies (Guillot et al. 2013;

Lattimer & Steiner 2014). A recent study explored different models for the interstellar extinction

4The full mass-radius likelihoods and tabular data for these sources can be found at
http://xtreme.as.arizona.edu/NeutronStars.
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equations of state (see Section 4.1 and Fig. 7 for detailed descriptions.)

(Guillot et al. 2013; Guillot & Rutledge 2014; Lattimer & Steiner 2014; Özel et al. 2015). The most

recent results are displayed as correlated contours on the neutron-star mass-radius diagram4 (see
Fig. 4).

Several sources of systematic uncertainties that can affect the radius measurements have been

studied, which we discuss in some detail below.

Atmospheric Composition. The majority of qLMXBs for which optical spectra have been ob-
tained show evidence for Hα emission (Heinke et al. 2014), indicating a hydrogen rich companion.

Although none of these spectra have been obtained for globular cluster qLMXBs, assuming that
sources in globular clusters have similar companions to those in the field led to the use of hydrogen

atmospheres when modeling quiescent spectra. There is one source among the six that have been

analyzed in detail, for which there is evidence to the contrary. There is only an upper limit on the
Hα emission from the qLMXB in NGC 6397 using HST observations (Heinke et al. 2014). Because

of this, this source has been modeled with a helium atmosphere and the corresponding results are

displayed in Fig. 4.

Non-thermal Component. Assuming different spectral indices in modeling the none-thermal

spectral component also has a small effect on the inferred radii (Heinke et al. 2014). The low

counts in the spectra do not allow an accurate measurement of this parameter; however, a range of
values have been explored in fitting the data.

Interstellar Extinction. Because of the low temperature of the surface emission from qLMXBs,

the uncertainty in the interstellar extinction has a non-negligible effect on the spectral analyses. Dif-
ferent amounts of interstellar extinction have been assumed in different studies (Guillot et al. 2013;

Lattimer & Steiner 2014). A recent study explored different models for the interstellar extinction

4The full mass-radius likelihoods and tabular data for these sources can be found at
http://xtreme.as.arizona.edu/NeutronStars.
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Inferred NS radii are small.  
Despite poorly understood systematic 
errors, x-ray observations suggest 
R ~ 9-13 km. Perhaps even preferring a 
smaller range R~ 10-12 km.  
Ozel & Freire (2016)

2 M⦿ neutron stars exist.
PSR J1614-2230: M=1.93(2) 
Demorest et al.  (2010)
PSR J0348+0432: M=2.01(4) M⦿ 
Anthoniadis  et al. (2013)
MSP J0740+6620: M=2.17(10) M⦿ 
Cromartie et al. (2019)
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Binary Inspiral and Gravitational WavesNeutron-star mergers and 
 gravitational waves 

explore sensitivity to neutron-rich matter 
in neutron-star merger and gw signal 
Bauswein, Janka (2012), Bauswein, Janka, Hebeler, AS (2012). 

Neutron-star mergers and 
 gravitational waves 

explore sensitivity to neutron-rich matter 
in neutron-star merger and gw signal 
Bauswein, Janka (2012), Bauswein, Janka, Hebeler, AS (2012). 

GWs are produced by fluctuating quadrupoles.
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- Advanced LIGO can detect GWs from binary 
neutron stars out to about 200 Mpc at design 
sensitivity. Detection rate ~ 1- 50  per year.  



GW170817: 
Gravitational Waves 
from Neutron Stars!   

∼100 s (calculated starting from 24 Hz) in the detectors’
sensitive band, the inspiral signal ended at 12∶41:04.4 UTC.
In addition, a γ-ray burst was observed 1.7 s after the
coalescence time [39–45]. The combination of data from
the LIGO and Virgo detectors allowed a precise sky
position localization to an area of 28 deg2. This measure-
ment enabled an electromagnetic follow-up campaign that
identified a counterpart near the galaxy NGC 4993, con-
sistent with the localization and distance inferred from
gravitational-wave data [46–50].
From the gravitational-wave signal, the best measured

combination of the masses is the chirp mass [51]
M ¼ 1.188þ0.004

−0.002M⊙. From the union of 90% credible
intervals obtained using different waveform models (see
Sec. IV for details), the total mass of the system is between
2.73 and 3.29 M⊙. The individual masses are in the broad
range of 0.86 to 2.26 M⊙, due to correlations between their
uncertainties. This suggests a BNS as the source of the
gravitational-wave signal, as the total masses of known
BNS systems are between 2.57 and 2.88 M⊙ with compo-
nents between 1.17 and ∼1.6 M⊙ [52]. Neutron stars in
general have precisely measured masses as large as 2.01#
0.04 M⊙ [53], whereas stellar-mass black holes found in
binaries in our galaxy have masses substantially greater
than the components of GW170817 [54–56].
Gravitational-wave observations alone are able to mea-

sure the masses of the two objects and set a lower limit on
their compactness, but the results presented here do not
exclude objects more compact than neutron stars such as
quark stars, black holes, or more exotic objects [57–61].
The detection of GRB 170817A and subsequent electro-
magnetic emission demonstrates the presence of matter.
Moreover, although a neutron star–black hole system is not
ruled out, the consistency of the mass estimates with the
dynamically measured masses of known neutron stars in
binaries, and their inconsistency with the masses of known
black holes in galactic binary systems, suggests the source
was composed of two neutron stars.

II. DATA

At the time of GW170817, the Advanced LIGO detec-
tors and the Advanced Virgo detector were in observing
mode. The maximum distances at which the LIGO-
Livingston and LIGO-Hanford detectors could detect a
BNS system (SNR ¼ 8), known as the detector horizon
[32,62,63], were 218 Mpc and 107 Mpc, while for Virgo
the horizon was 58 Mpc. The GEO600 detector [64] was
also operating at the time, but its sensitivity was insufficient
to contribute to the analysis of the inspiral. The configu-
ration of the detectors at the time of GW170817 is
summarized in [29].
A time-frequency representation [65] of the data from

all three detectors around the time of the signal is shown in
Fig 1. The signal is clearly visible in the LIGO-Hanford
and LIGO-Livingston data. The signal is not visible

in the Virgo data due to the lower BNS horizon and the
direction of the source with respect to the detector’s antenna
pattern.
Figure 1 illustrates the data as they were analyzed to

determine astrophysical source properties. After data col-
lection, several independently measured terrestrial contribu-
tions to the detector noise were subtracted from the LIGO
data usingWiener filtering [66], as described in [67–70]. This
subtraction removed calibration lines and 60 Hz ac power
mains harmonics from both LIGO data streams. The sensi-
tivity of the LIGO-Hanford detector was particularly
improved by the subtraction of laser pointing noise; several
broad peaks in the 150–800 Hz region were effectively
removed, increasing the BNS horizon of that detector
by 26%.

FIG. 1. Time-frequency representations [65] of data containing
the gravitational-wave event GW170817, observed by the LIGO-
Hanford (top), LIGO-Livingston (middle), and Virgo (bottom)
detectors. Times are shown relative to August 17, 2017 12∶41:04
UTC. The amplitude scale in each detector is normalized to that
detector’s noise amplitude spectral density. In the LIGO data,
independently observable noise sources and a glitch that occurred
in the LIGO-Livingston detector have been subtracted, as
described in the text. This noise mitigation is the same as that
used for the results presented in Sec. IV.
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GW170817: Observation of Gravitational Waves from a Binary Neutron Star Inspiral
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On August 17, 2017 at 12∶41:04 UTC the Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo gravitational-wave
detectors made their first observation of a binary neutron star inspiral. The signal, GW170817, was detected
with a combined signal-to-noise ratio of 32.4 and a false-alarm-rate estimate of less than one per
8.0 × 104 years. We infer the component masses of the binary to be between 0.86 and 2.26 M⊙, in
agreement with masses of known neutron stars. Restricting the component spins to the range inferred in
binary neutron stars, we find the component masses to be in the range 1.17–1.60 M⊙, with the total mass of
the system 2.74þ0.04

−0.01M⊙. The source was localized within a sky region of 28 deg2 (90% probability) and
had a luminosity distance of 40þ8

−14 Mpc, the closest and most precisely localized gravitational-wave signal
yet. The association with the γ-ray burst GRB 170817A, detected by Fermi-GBM 1.7 s after the
coalescence, corroborates the hypothesis of a neutron star merger and provides the first direct evidence of a
link between these mergers and short γ-ray bursts. Subsequent identification of transient counterparts
across the electromagnetic spectrum in the same location further supports the interpretation of this event as
a neutron star merger. This unprecedented joint gravitational and electromagnetic observation provides
insight into astrophysics, dense matter, gravitation, and cosmology.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.119.161101

I. INTRODUCTION

On August 17, 2017, the LIGO-Virgo detector network
observed a gravitational-wave signal from the inspiral of
two low-mass compact objects consistent with a binary
neutron star (BNS) merger. This discovery comes four
decades after Hulse and Taylor discovered the first neutron
star binary, PSR B1913+16 [1]. Observations of PSR
B1913+16 found that its orbit was losing energy due to
the emission of gravitational waves, providing the first
indirect evidence of their existence [2]. As the orbit of a
BNS system shrinks, the gravitational-wave luminosity
increases, accelerating the inspiral. This process has long
been predicted to produce a gravitational-wave signal
observable by ground-based detectors [3–6] in the final
minutes before the stars collide [7].
Since the Hulse-Taylor discovery, radio pulsar surveys

have found several more BNS systems in our galaxy [8].
Understanding the orbital dynamics of these systems
inspired detailed theoretical predictions for gravitational-
wave signals from compact binaries [9–13]. Models of the
population of compact binaries, informed by the known
binary pulsars, predicted that the network of advanced
gravitational-wave detectors operating at design sensitivity

will observe between one BNS merger every few years to
hundreds per year [14–21]. This detector network currently
includes three Fabry-Perot-Michelson interferometers that
measure spacetime strain induced by passing gravitational
waves as a varying phase difference between laser light
propagating in perpendicular arms: the two Advanced
LIGO detectors (Hanford, WA and Livingston, LA) [22]
and the Advanced Virgo detector (Cascina, Italy) [23].
Advanced LIGO’s first observing run (O1), from

September 12, 2015, to January 19, 2016, obtained
49 days of simultaneous observation time in two detectors.
While two confirmed binary black hole (BBH) mergers
were discovered [24–26], no detections or significant
candidates had component masses lower than 5M⊙, placing
a 90% credible upper limit of 12 600 Gpc−3 yr−1 on the rate
of BNS mergers [27] (credible intervals throughout this
Letter contain 90% of the posterior probability unless noted
otherwise). This measurement did not impinge on the range
of astrophysical predictions, which allow rates as high as
∼10 000 Gpc−3 yr−1 [19].
The second observing run (O2) of Advanced LIGO, from

November 30, 2016 to August 25, 2017, collected 117 days
of simultaneous LIGO-detector observing time. Advanced
Virgo joined the O2 run on August 1, 2017. At the time of
this publication, two BBH detections have been announced
[28,29] from the O2 run, and analysis is still in progress.
Toward the end of the O2 run a BNS signal, GW170817,

was identified by matched filtering [7,30–33] the data
against post-Newtonian waveform models [34–37]. This
gravitational-wave signal is the loudest yet observed, with a
combined signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 32.4 [38]. After

*Full author list given at the end of the Letter.
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Component masses: m1 = 1.47 ± 0.13 M⊙

m2 = 1.17 ± 0.09 M⊙

Chirp Mass: ℳ =
(m1m2)3/5

(m1 + ms)1/5
= 1.188+0.004

−0.002 M⊙

Total Mass: M = m1 + m2 = 2.74+0.04
−0.01 M⊙
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Tidal Effects at Late Times 
• Both NSs contribute to tidal effect
• Leads to phase shift of 5–15 radians

400Hz up to merger

Matter effects
• Both NSs contribute to tidal effect
• Leads to phase shift of 5–15 radians

400Hz up to merger

Matter effects

t (s)

Measuring the EOS directly
• The tidal deformability is calculated from the EOS
• This can be inverted to find EOS parameters from observations of the tidal 

parameters and masses
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B. Lackey, L. Wade. PRD 91, 043002 (2015)



Tidal deformations observed 
in GW170817 are small and  
suggests that the NS radius: 

           R < 13 km 

Requiring a maximum mass 
greater than 2 Msun implies: 

R > 9 km 

4

FIG. 3. The 90% credible region of the posterior probability for
the common radius R̂ and binary tidal deformability ⇤̃ with the
common EOS constraint for the three mass priors. The posteriors
for the individual parameters are shown with dotted lines at the
5%, 50% and 95% percentiles. The values of ⇤̃, and hence R̂
forbidden by causality have been excluded from the posteriors.

mon radius R̂ of the neutron stars in the binary. Our results
suggest a radius R̂ = 10.7+2.1

�1.6 ± 0.2 km (90% credible
interval, statistical and systematic errors) for the uniform
mass prior, R̂ = 10.9+2.1

�1.6±0.2 km for double neutron star
mass prior, and R̂ = 10.8+2.1

�1.6±0.2 km for the prior based
on all neutron star masses.

For the uniform mass prior, we computed the Bayes fac-
tor comparing a model with a prior ⇤s ⇠ U [0, 5000] to a
model with a prior ⇤s ⇠ U [0, 100]. We find log10(B) ⇠
1, suggesting that the data favors a model that includes
measurement of tidal deformability ⇤̃ & 100. However,
the evidences were calculated using thermodynamic inte-
gration of the MCMC chains [9]. We will investigate model
selection using, e.g., nested sampling [44] in a future work.

Finally, we note the post-Newtonian waveform family
used will result in systematic errors in our measurement of
the tidal deformability [45, 46]. However, this waveform
family allows a direct comparison to the results of Ref. [1].
Accurate modeling of the waveform is challenging, as the
errors in numerical simulations are comparable to the size
of the matter effects that we are trying to measure [47].
Waveform systematics and comparison of other waveform
models (e.g., [48]) will be investigated in a future work.

Discussion.—Using Bayesian parameter estimation, we
have measured the tidal deformability and common radius
of the neutron stars in GW170817. Table I summarizes
our findings. To compare to Ref. [1], which reports a 90%
upper limit on ⇤̃  800 under the assumption of a uni-
form prior on ⇤̃, we integrate the posterior for ⇤̃ to obtain
90% upper limits on ⇤̃. For the common EOS analyses,
these are 485, 521, and 516 for the uniform, double neu-

Mass prior ⇤̃ R̂ (km) B ⇤̃90%

Uniform 222+420
�138 10.7+2.1

�1.6 ± 0.2 369 < 485

Double neutron star 245+453
�151 10.9+2.1

�1.6 ± 0.2 125 < 521

Galactic neutron star 233+448
�144 10.8+2.1

�1.6 ± 0.2 612 < 516

TABLE I. Results from parameter estimation analyses using three
different mass prior choices with the common EOS constraint,
and applying the causal minimum constraint to ⇤(m). We show
90% credible intervals for ⇤̃, 90% credible intervals and system-
atic errors for R̂, Bayes factors B comparing our common EOS
to the unconstrained results, and the 90% upper limits on ⇤̃.

tron star, and Galactic neutron star component mass pri-
ors, respectively. We find that, in comparison to the un-
constrained analysis, the common EOS assumption signif-
icantly reduces the median value and 90% confidence up-
per bound of ⇤̃ by about 28% and 19%, respectively, for
all three mass priors. The difference between our common
EOS results for the three mass priors is consistent with the
physics of the gravitational waveform. At constant M, de-
creasing q causes the binary to inspiral more quickly [49].
At constant M and constant q, increasing ⇤̃ also causes the
binary to inspiral more quickly, so there is a mild degener-
acy between q and ⇤̃. The uniform mass prior allows the
largest range of mass ratios, so we can fit the data with a
larger q and smaller ⇤̃. The double neutron star mass prior
allows the smallest range of mass ratios, and so, a larger
⇤̃ is required to fit the data, with the Galactic neutron star
mass prior lying between these two cases.

Nevertheless, considering all analyses we performed
with different mass prior choices, we find a relatively ro-
bust measurement of the common neutron star radius with
a mean value hR̂i = 10.8 km bounded above by R̂ <

13.2 km and below by R̂ > 8.9 km. Nuclear theory and
experiment currently predict a somewhat smaller range by
2 km but with approximately the same centroid as our re-
sults [14, 50]. A minimum radius 10.5–11 km is strongly
supported by neutron matter theory [51–53], the unitary
gas [54], and most nuclear experiments [14, 50, 55]. The
only major nuclear experiment that could indicate radii
much larger than 13 km is the PREX neutron skin measure-
ment, but this has published error bars much larger than
previous analyses based on antiproton data, charge radii of
mirror nuclei, and dipole resonances. Our results are con-
sistent with photospheric radius expansion measurements
of x-ray binaries which obtain R ⇡ 10–12 km [12, 56, 57].
Reference [58] found from an analysis of five neutron stars
in quiescent low-mass x-ray binaries a common neutron
star radius 9.4 ± 1.2 km, but systematic effects includ-
ing uncertainties in interstellar absorption and the neutron
stars’ atmospheric compositions are large. Other analyses
have inferred 12± 0.7 [59] and 12.3± 1.8 km [60] for the
radii of 1.4M� quiescent sources.

We have found that the relation q
7.48

< ⇤1/⇤2 < q
5.76,

in fact, completely bounds the uncertainty for the range of

Neutron Stars are Small

De et al. PRL (2018)
See also LIGO and Virgo Scientific Collaboration arXiV:1805.11581v1    



Future Constraints from aLIGO-VIRGO Observations 
Forbes, Bose, Reddy, Zhou, Mukherjee, De  (2019)

At aLIGO design sensitivity we should be able to constrain the EOS of dense matter in the 
outer core at the 20% level with 15-20 observations.  
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Figure 1. Two possible scenarios for the evolution of the speed of sound in dense matter.

For QCD at finite baryon density, we are unaware of compelling reasons to expect that c2S <
1/3, and based on the preceding arguments, we will consider two minimal scenarios, which are
illustrated in Fig. 1. The scenario labeled (a) corresponds to the case when we assume that QCD
obeys the conformal limit c2S < 1/3 at all densities, and scenario (b) corresponds to QCD violating
this conformal bound. The behavior of cS at low and high density is constrained by theory, and
we shall show that NS observations, when combined with improved ab initio calculations of PNM,
can distinguish between these two scenarios, and provide useful insights about matter at densities
realized inside NSs.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present constraints on the speed of sound from
nuclear physics. In Section 3, we extend the speed of sound to higher densities. In Section 3.1, we
study the EOS under the assumption that the conformal limit is obeyed and the speed of sound is
bounded by 1/

p
3. For this case, we find that cS needs to increase very rapidly above 1 � 2n0 to

stabilize a 2 M� NS. Such a rapid increase likely signals the appearance of a new form of strongly
coupled matter where the nucleon is no longer a useful degree of freedom. In Section 3.2, we release
this assumption but still find that models in which cS increases rapidly, reaching values close to c,
are favored. We study correlations in our parameterization in Section 3.3. In Section 4, we derive the
smallest possible radius for NSs consistent with nuclear physics and observations. We then investigate
the impact of possible additional observations in Section 5. Finally, we summarize our main findings
in Section 6.

2. EOS AND SPEED OF SOUND FROM NUCLEAR PHYSICS

2.1. The EOS of neutron matter

In this work, we use auxiliary-field di↵usion Monte Carlo (AFDMC) to find the many-body ground
state for a given nonrelativistic nuclear Hamiltonian (Carlson et al. 2014). In general, the nuclear
Hamiltonian contains two-body (NN), three-body (3N), and higher many-body (AN) forces,

H = T + VNN + V3N + VAN , (2)

Tews,	Carlson,	Gandolfi	and	Reddy	(2018),	Steiner	&	Bedaque	(2016)

Large observed 
maximum mass 
combined with small 
radius and neutron matter 
calculations suggests a 
rapid increase in pressure 
in the neutron star core.      
Implies a large and non-
monotonic sound speed 
in dense QCD matter. 

✔

✘
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Composition of the Inner Core 
Many possibilities have been considered in 
past which include:  

•Hyperons
•Pion and Kaon Condensates
•Mixed phases of nuclear and quark matter
•Pure quark matter.   

In all of these scenarios the equation of state is typically 
softened by the appearance of new degrees of freedom. 
Supporting 2 solar mass neutron stars is not easy. 

•Quark-hadron transition is smooth. 
•May not even be a phase transition - cross-over. 
•In the core, nucleons could persist as correlated states at the quark Fermi surface. 

McLerran and Reddy (2019) 

The Alternate: 



A Model for Cold Dense Quarkyonic Matter
At intermediate density nucleons are 
confined to a shell. 

The shell has a width of the order of 
δkF = ΛQCD

Quarks inside the Fermi surface are 
weakly interacting due to Pauli 
blocking of intermediate states.  

Density of nucleons saturates due to 
strong repulsive forces. 

McLerran and Reddy (2019) 
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